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Abstract

This paper describes a new method forvisualiz-
ing complex information spaces as painted images.
Scientific visualization converts data into pictures
that allow viewers to “see” trends, relationships,
and patterns. We introduce a formal definition of
the correspondence between traditional visualiza-
tion techniques and painterly styles from the Im-
pressionist art movement. This correspondence al-
lows us to apply perceptual guidelines from visu-
alization to control the presentation of information
in a computer-generated painting. The result is an
image that is visually engaging, but that also allows
viewers to rapidly and accurately explore and ana-
lyze the underlying data values. We conclude by
applying our technique to a collection of environ-
mental and weather readings, to demonstrate its vi-
ability in a practical, real-world visualization envi-
ronment.

1 Introduction
This paper describes a formal method for constructing visual
representations of complex information spaces that support
rapid and accurate exploration and analysis. Our technique
falls within the domain ofscientific visualization,the con-
version of collections of strings and numbers (or datasets, as
they are often called) into images that allow viewers toex-
plore, analyze, validate,anddiscoverwithin their data. We
focused on two important issues[Smith and Van Rosendale,
1998] during our investigations:

1. Multidimensional displays:Our technique must support
the visualization of multiple overlapping data fields to-
gether in the same display. This is much more difficult
than representing a single data field in isolation. Design-
ing techniques to effectively represent multidimensional
datasets is an open area of research in visualization.

2. Aesthetic displays:We also seek to create images that
are visually engaging. We believe this will motivate
viewers to study a visualization in more detail. It will
draw viewers into an image, and can be used to empha-
size areas of importance in a dataset.

We address these goals by: (1) applying results from human
perception to create images that harness the strengths of our
low-level visual system, and (2) using artistic techniques from
the Impressionist movement to producepainterly renditions
that are both beautiful and engaging. From an AI perspec-
tive, the contribution of this work is the identification of a
close relationship between specific painterly techniques and
the performance properties of human perception; our formal-
ization lays the groundwork for the generation of scientific
visualizations that are effective and aesthetically pleasing.

Our technique converts a collection of data values into a
painterly image as follows. First, one or more computer gen-
erated “brush strokes” are attached to each data element in
the collection. A brush stroke has style properties (e.g.,color,
length, or direction) that we can vary to modify its visual ap-
pearance. Data values in the data element are used to se-
lect specific states for the different properties. The result is
a stroke that represents its corresponding data element. Ren-
dering all of the strokes for every data element produces a
painterly image whose stroke properties visualize the under-
lying dataset.

The remainder of this paper describes in detail how each
step in this process is managed and controlled. We begin
by defining formalisms for: (1) a multidimensional dataset
and its visualization, and (2) the brush strokes that make up a
painterly image. We next present a set of perceptual rules on
the use of color and texture in visualization that we extend via
our formalisms to the painterly domain. These rules ensure
the images we produce represent a dataset in a perceptually
salient manner. Finally, we discuss how our techniques were
used to visualize a real-world collection of environmental and
weather readings for the continental United States. We con-
clude with a summary and a short description of future work.

2 Formalisms
We began our investigation by identifying methods for build-
ing painterly images that we can use to represent multidimen-
sional datasets. A key insight is that many painterly styles
correspond closely to perceptual features that are detected by
the human visual system. In some sense this is not surprising.
Artistic masters understood intuitively which properties of a
painting would capture a viewer’s gaze, and their styles nat-
urally focused on harnessing these features. Moreover, cer-
tain movements used scientific studies of the visual system
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to help them understand how viewers would perceive their
work. The overlap of artistic styles and perception offers a
important starting point: the body of knowledge on the use
of perception during visualization will help us to predict how
corresponding painterly styles might perform in the same en-
vironment.

In order to make use of this advantage, we define a relation-
ship between traditional visualization techniques and painted
images. This is done by constructing a correspondence be-
tween formal specifications of the two environments. The
correspondence can then be used to extend our perceptual
guidelines to a painterly domain.

2.1 Multidimensional Visualization

A simple formalization of a multidimensional visualization
consists of two parts: a description of the dataset, and a def-
inition of the mapping function used to convert it into an im-
age. A multidimensional datasetD = fe1; : : : ; eng con-
tains n samples points or data elementsei. D represents
two or more data attributesA = fA1; : : : ; Amg, m > 1;
data elements encode values for each attribute, that is,ei =
fai;1; : : : ; ai;mg; ai;j 2 Aj .

Visualization begins with the construction of a data-feature
mappingM(V; �) that converts the raw data into images that
are presented to the viewer.V = fV1; : : : ; Vmg identifies
a visual featureVj to use to display data attributeAj . �j :
Aj ! Vj maps the domain ofAj to the range of displayable
values inVj . Based on these definitions, visualization is the
selection ofM and a viewer’s interpretation of the images
produced byM . An effective visualization choosesM to
support the exploration and analysis tasks the viewer wants
to perform.

3 Painterly Styles
Our investigation of painterly styles is directed by two sepa-
rate criteria. First, we restrict our search to a particular move-
ment in art known as Impressionism. Second, we attempt to
pair each style with a corresponding visual feature that has
proven to be effective in a perceptual visualization environ-
ment. There are no technical reasons for why Impressionism
was chosen over any other movement. In fact, we expect the
basic theories behind our technique will extend to other types
of artistic presentation. For our initial work, however, we felt
it was important to narrow our focus to a set of fundamental
goals in the context of a single type of painting style.

The term “Impressionism” was attached to a small group
of French artists (initially including Monet, Degas, Manet,
Renoir, and Pissarro, and later C´ezanne, Sisley, and Van
Gogh, among others) who broke from the traditional schools
of the time to approach painting from a new perspective. The
Impressionist technique was based on a number of underlying
principles (see also[Schapiro, 1997]):

1. Object and environment interpenetrate.Outlines of
objects are softened or obscured (e.g., Monet’s water
lilies); objects are bathed and interact with light; shad-
ows are colored and movement is represented as unfin-
ished outlines.

2. Color acquires independence.There is no constant hue
for an object, atmospheric conditions and light moder-
ate color across its surface; objects may be reduced to
swatches of color.

3. Show a small section of nature.The artist is not placed
in a privileged position relative to nature; the world is
shown as a series of close-up details.

4. Minimize perspective.Perspective is shortened and dis-
tance reduced to turn 3D space into a 2D image.

5. Solicit a viewer’s optics.Study the retinal system; divide
tones as separate brush strokes to vitalize color rather
than graying with overlapping strokes; harness simul-
taneous contrast; use models from color scientists like
Chevreul[Chevreul, 1967] or Rood[Rood, 1879].

Although these general characteristics are perhaps less pre-
cise than we might prefer, we can still draw a number of im-
portant conclusions. Properties of hue, luminance, and light-
ing were explicitly controlled and even studied in a scientific
fashion by some of the Impressionists. Rather than using an
“object-based” representation, the artists appear to be more
concerned with subdividing a painting based on the interac-
tions of light with color and other surface properties. Addi-
tional painterly styles can be identified by studying the paint-
ings themselves. These styles often varied dramatically be-
tween individual artists, acting to define their unique painting
techniques. Examples include:

� path: the path or direction a brush stroke follows; Van
Gogh made extensive use of curved paths to define
boundaries and shape in his paintings; other artists fa-
vored simpler, straighter strokes,

� length: the length of individual strokes on the canvas,
often used to differentiate between contextually different
parts of a painting,

� density:the number of strokes laid down in a fixed area
of canvas,

� coarseness:the coarseness of the brush used to apply
a stroke; a coarser brush causes visible bristle lines and
surface roughness, and

� weight: the amount of paint applied during each stroke;
heavy strokes highlight brush coarseness and produce
ridges of paint that cause underhanging shadows when
lit from the proper direction.

In this context, a paintingP can be seen as a collection ofn
brush strokesP = fb1; : : : ; bng, with each stroke made up of
p style propertiesSj , that is,bi = fsi;1; : : : ; si;jg, si;j 2 Sj .

Although it would be tedious (and perhaps uninformative)
to characterize a real painting in this manner, these definitions
provide an effective way to relate the visualization process to
a painted image. First, we can match many of the painterly
styles to visual features used during visualization. For exam-
ple, color and lighting in Impressionism has a direct corre-
spondence to the use of hue and luminance in perceptual vi-
sualization. Other styles (e.g.,path, density, and length) have
similar partners in perception (e.g.,orientation, contrast, and
size). Second, data elementsei in a dataset are analogous to
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brush strokesbi in a painting. Attribute valuesai;j in element
ei could therefore be used to select specificsi;j for each style
in bi.

Consider a data-feature mappingM(V; �) in this context.
The visual featuresVj 2 V can be converted to their corre-
sponding painterly stylesSj . M now describes how to con-
vert a data elementei into painted brush strokebi whose vi-
sual appearance represents the attribute valuesai;j embedded
in ei. The close correspondenceVj $ Sj between perceptual
features and many of the painterly styles we hope to apply is
particularly advantageous. Since numerous controlled exper-
iments on the use of perceptual features have already been
conducted, we have a large body of evidence to use to predict
how we expect painterly styles to react in a multidimensional
visualization environment.

4 Perceptual Characteristics
Past research has studied methods for applying rules of per-
ception during visualization[Bergmanet al., 1995; Healey
and Enns, 1999; Rheingans and Tebbs, 1990]. The cog-
nitive abilities of the low-level human visual system have
been studied extensively in the area of human psychophysics.
One interesting result is the identification of a limited set
of visual features that are detected rapidly, accurately, and
relatively effortlessly by a human viewer[Triesman, 1985;
Wolfe, 1994]. These features are similar to the ones we dis-
play during multidimensional visualization (e.g.,hue, lumi-
nance, orientation, size, and motion). When combined prop-
erly, they can be used to perform exploratory analysis tasks
like searching for data elements with a particular attribute
value, identifying boundaries between groups of elements
with similar values, tracking elements as they move in time
and space, and estimating the number of elements with com-
mon values. The ability to harness the low-level visual sys-
tem during visualization through the use of these features is
especially attractive, since:

� analysis is rapid and accurate, often requiring no more
than 200 milliseconds,

� task completion time is constant and independent of the
number of elements in a display, and

� different visual features can interact with one another to
mask information; psychophysical experiments allow us
to identify and avoid these interference patterns.

A data-feature mapping that builds on a perceptual founda-
tion can support high-level exploration and analysis of large
amounts of data in a relatively short period of time. Our re-
cent work focuses on the combined use of fundamental prop-
erties of color and texture to encode multiple attributes in a
single display. We draw on three specific areas of research in
perception and visualization to guide the construction of our
brush strokes: color selection, texture selection, and feature
hierarchies that can cause visual interference and masking.

4.1 Color Selection
Color is a common feature used in many visualization de-
signs. Some techniques attempt to measure and control the

color difference viewers perceive between pairs of colors.
This allows:

� perceptual balance:a unit step anywhere along the
color scale produces a perceptually uniform difference
in color,

� distinguishability:within a discrete collection of colors,
every color is equally distinguishable from all the others
(i.e.,no color is “easier” or “harder” to identify), and

� flexibility: colors can be selected from any part of color
space.

Standard color models like CIE LUV or CIE Lab use Eu-
clidean distance to approximate perceived color difference.
More complex techniques extend this basic idea. For ex-
ample, Rheingans and Tebbs[Rheingans and Tebbs, 1990]
plotted a path through a color model, a allowed a viewer to
vary how colors are selected along the path. Ware constructed
color scales that spiral up around the luminance axis[Ware,
1988]; such a scale maintains a uniform simultaneous con-
trast error along its length. Healey and Enns[Healey and
Enns, 1999] showed that color distance, linear separation, and
color category must all be controlled to select discrete collec-
tions of equally distinguishable colors.

Our color selection technique combines different aspects of
each of these methods. A single loop spiraling up around the
luminance axis is plotted in the region of CIE LUV space that
contains our monitor’s color gamut. The path is subdivided
into r named color regions (e.g.,a blue region, a green region,
and so on).n colors are then selected by choosingn

r
colors

uniformly spaced along each of ther color regions. The result
is a set of colors selected from a perceptually balanced color
model, each with a roughly constant simultaneous contrast er-
ror, and chosen such that color distance and linear separation
are constant within each named color region.

4.2 Texture Selection
Although texture is often viewed as a single visual feature, it
can be decomposed into fundamental perceptual dimensions.
Research in computer vision has used properties like regular-
ity, directionality, and contrast to perform automatic texture
segmentation and classification. Results from psychophysics
have shown that many of these properties can also be detected
by the low-level visual system.

One promising approach in visualization has been to use
the perceptual dimensions of a texture pattern to represent
multiple data attributes. Individual values in a data element
control a corresponding texture dimension, producing a tex-
ture pattern that changes its visual appearance based on the
underlying dataset. Grinstein et al.[Grinsteinet al., 1989]
built “stick-man” icons to represent high dimensional data el-
ements; the orientation of each limb encodes a value for one
particular attribute. Ware and and Knight[Ware and Knight,
1995] displayed Gabor filters that modified their orientation,
size, and contrast based on the values of three independent
data attributes. Healey and Enns[Healey and Enns, 1999]
constructed perceptual texture elements (or pexels) that var-
ied in height, density, and regularity; their results showed that
both height and density were perceptually salient, but regu-
larity was not. More recent work[Weigleet al., 2000] found
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that an orientation difference of15Æ is sufficient to rapidly
distinguish visual elements.

4.3 Feature Hierarchy
A third factor that must be considered is visual interference,
that is, a situation where one visual feature masks another.
Although the need to rank each brush stroke style’s percep-
tual strength is not necessary in a painting, this information is
critical for effective visualization design. The most important
data attributes (as defined by the viewer) should be displayed
using the most salient features. Secondary data should never
be visualized in a way that masks the information a viewer is
most interested in seeing.

Perceptual features are ordered in a hierarchy by the low-
level visual system. Results reported in both the psychophys-
ical and visualization literature have confirmed a luminance–
hue–texture interference pattern. Variations in luminance
can slow a viewer’s ability to identify the presence of in-
dividual hues or the spatial patterns they form[Callaghan,
1990]. The interference is asymmetric: random variations
in hue have no effect on a viewer’s ability to see lumi-
nance patterns. A similar asymmetric hue on texture inter-
ference has also been shown to exist[Healey and Enns, 1999;
Triesman, 1985]; random variations in hue interfere with the
identification of texture patterns, but not vice-versa. These
results suggest that luminance, then hue, then various texture
properties should be used to display attributes in order of im-
portance.

5 Painterly Visualization
Based on the perception guidelines discussed above, and on
our formal correspondence between visualization techniques
and painterly images, we decided to build a system that var-
ied brush stroke color, size, spatial density, and orientation
to encode up to four independent data attributes (in addition
to the two spatial values used to position each stroke). The
presence of feature hierarchies suggest color should be used
to represent the most important attribute, followed by the tex-
ture properties. The results of[Healey and Enns, 1999] fur-
ther refine this to applying color, size, density, and orientation
in order of attribute importance.

The brush strokes in our current prototype are constructed
using a simple texture mapping scheme. A real painted stroke
was digitized and converted into a texture map. This tex-
ture map is attached to a polygon to produce a reasonable
approximation of a generic brush stroke. The stroke’s posi-
tion, color, size, and orientation are controlled by modifying
the texture map and transforming the polygon. Density is var-
ied by changing the number of strokes rendered in a unit area
of screen space. Fig. 1 shows an example of brush strokes
with four different greyscales, sizes, densities, and orienta-
tions (greyscale is used only for the printed figures; on-screen
images are displayed in full color).

5.1 Practical Applications
One of the application testbeds for our visualization tech-
niques is a dataset of monthly environmental and weather
conditions collected and recorded by the Intergovernmen-
tal Panel on Climate Change. This dataset contains mean

Figure 1: Examples of texture mapped brush strokes with
different orientations (top row), densities (second row), sizes
(third row), and greyscales (fourth row)

monthly surface climate readings in1
2

Æ

latitude and longitude
steps for the years 1961 to 1990 (e.g.,readings for January av-
eraged over the years 1961-1990, readings for February aver-
aged over the years 1961-1990, and so on). We chose to vi-
sualize temperature, precipitation, pressure, and windspeed.
Based on this order of importance, we built a data-feature
mappingM that assigns brush stroke greyscale (or color for
on-screen images), size (or coverage), density, and orienta-
tion, respectively, to our four attributes. Temperature is rep-
resented by greyscales selected uniformly from a perceptually
balanced luminance path. This path runs from dark (for cold
temperatures) to bright (for hot temperatures). Precipitation
is represented size (i.e.,the amount of an element’s spatial re-
gion its brush stroke covers). Sizes range exponentially from
very small coverage (for little or no precipitation) to full cov-
erage (for heavy precipitation). Windspeed is represented by
orientations ranging from 0Æ or upright (for weak winds) to
90Æ or flat (for strong winds). Finally, pressure is represented
by four increasingly dense arrays of brush strokes: a single
stroke, a2� 2 array of strokes, a3� 3 array, and a4� 4 ar-
ray; continuous pressure values are discritized into four uni-
form ranges, then mapped to the appropriate density (sparse
for low pressure, dense for high pressure).

Fig. 2 shows a visualization of data for February in the east-
ern half of the continental United States. Although unlikely to
be mistaken for a real Impressionist painting, we feel the im-
age contains important aesthetic qualities that make it stand
out from a traditional visualization. The top four images (the
top row of Fig. 2) use a perceptual greyscale ramp to show
the individual variation in temperature, precipitation, pres-
sure, and windspeed.M was used to construct the painterly
visualization of all four attributes shown in the bottom image
of Fig. 2. Various luminance and texture patterns representing
different weather phenomena are noted in this image.

We have applied our painterly visualizations to a number of
additional real-world environments including scientific simu-
lations, e-commerce activity logs, and medical scans. Anec-
dotal feedback from domain experts collaborating on our ef-
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temperature precipitation pressure windspeed

hot (light)

cold (dark)

weak winds
(low coverage)

strong winds
(high coverage)

pressure gradients
(density gradients)

light rain
(upright strokes)

heavy rain
(tilted strokes)

Figure 2: A painterly visualization of environment conditions for February over the eastern United States: (top row) greyscale
ramps (dark for small values to light for large values) of temperature in isolation, precipitation in isolation, pressure in isolation,
and windspeed in isolation; (bottom image) a painterly visualization of all four attributes represented with the brush stroke
properties greyscale, size (or coverage), density, and orientation
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forts suggests that our technique achieves its goal of produc-
ing images that: (1) represent multidimensional datasets in a
clear and effective manner, and (2) contain many of the aes-
thetic and visually engaging properties of a real painting.

6 Conclusions and Future Work
This paper describes a new method of visualization that uses
painted brush strokes to represent multidimensional data ele-
ments. Our strokes support the variation of visual properties
based in large part on styles from the Impressionist school of
painting. Each attribute in a dataset is mapped to a specific
painterly style; a data element’s attribute values can then be
used to vary the visual appearance of its brush stroke. The
styles we chose are closely related to perceptual features de-
tected by the low-level human visual system. Research study-
ing the use of these features during visualization allows us to
optimize the selection and application of the corresponding
painterly styles. The result is a “painted image” whose color
and texture patterns are used to explore, analyze, verify, and
discover information stored in a multidimensional dataset.

One important area of future work is the construction of
new brush stroke models. Texture maps are common in most
graphics APIs, and are often rendered using hardware accel-
eration. Unfortunately, certain styles (e.g.,stroke coarseness
or weight) are not easy to manipulate using texture maps. It
may also be difficult to animate textured brush strokes during
real-time visualization. We are currently investigating three
potential solutions to this problem: (1) building a library of
texture maps that explicitly differ across certain styles; (2) us-
ing mathematical spline surfaces to model more sophisticated
brush stroke properties, and (3) using a physical simulation
system to construct realistic strokes. Early results suggest a
combination of models (e.g.,a texture map library whose en-
tries are precomputed or dynamically updated) may be most
appropriate.

We are also working to identify new painterly styles, and
to integrate them into our stroke models. Two promising can-
didates we have already discussed are coarseness and weight.
We are reviewing literature on technical and artistic properties
in Impressionism, while at the same time searching for per-
ceptual features that may correspond to new painterly styles.
Increasing the number of styles we can encode in each brush
stroke will allow us to represent larger datasets with higher
dimensionality.

We note one final advantage we can derive from the corre-
spondence between perceptual features and painterly styles.
We measure the perceptual salience of a visual feature us-
ing controlled psychophysical experiments. Exactly the same
technique can be used to investigate the strengths and limi-
tations of new painterly styles. Just as research in perception
helps us to identify and control brush stroke properties during
painterly visualization, work on new styles may offer insight
into how the low-level visual system “sees” certain combina-
tions of visual properties.
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Abstract

Computationalmodelsof analogicalproblemsolv-
ing have traditionally describedsourceand target
domainsin terms of their causalstructure. But
psychologicalresearchshowsthatvisualreasoning
playsa part for many kindsof analogies.This pa-
perdescribesamodelthattransfersasolutionfrom
a sourceanalogto a new targetproblemusingonly
visual knowledgerepresentedsymbolically. The
knowledgerepresentationis basedonalanguageof
primitivevisualelementsandtransformations.We
foundthatvisualknowledgeis sufficient for trans-
fer, but that causalknowledgeis neededto deter-
mineif thetransferredsolutionis appropriate.

1 Intr oduction
The goal of this work is to examinethe natureandrole of
visual representationsand inferencesin analogicalreason-
ing, andespeciallyin analogicaltransfer. Analogyinvolves
learningaboutsometargetanalogby transferringknowledge
from a sourceanalog. Theprocessconsistsof several steps:
retrieval is identifying a candidatesourceanalogin mem-
ory; mappingis finding the bestsetof correspondencesbe-
tween componentsof the analogs;transfer is the applica-
tion of knowledgefrom the sourceanalogto the target ana-
log; evaluation is determiningif thetargetproblemhasbeen
solved appropriately;storage is storingthe target analogin
memoryfor potentialreuse.

Traditionalconceptualandcomputationaltheoriesof anal-
ogy have focusedprimarily on causalknowledgeandinfer-
ences(see[Holyoak andThagard,1997] [BhattaandGoel,
1997] [Falkenhaineret al., 1990] for examples).Psycholog-
ical research,however, shows thatvisualreasoningoftenoc-
cursin analogy[HolyoakandThagard,1997], [Pedoneetal.,
1999] Somerecenttheories[BhattaandGoel, 1997] [Grif-
fith et al., 2000] representstructuralknowledgein addition
to causalknowledge. Structuralknowledgedescribesa sys-
tem'sphysicalcompositionbut typically includesonly thein-
formationdirectlyrelevantfor analyzingthecausalbehaviors
of thesystem.Structuralknowledgemight be thoughtof as
aschematicthatshowsthecomponentsof thesystemandthe
connectionsamongthembut leavesout othervisualinforma-

tion suchaswhata wire looks like, which sideof a pumpis
up,etc.

We definevisualrepresentationsasthosethatconsistonly
of informationrelevant to how an imageappears.Note that
this definitionof “visual” includesboth high-level symbolic
representationsandlow-level bitmaprepresentations(which
only representthe locationsof pointsof light). We view vi-
sualandcausalknowledgeaslying ona spectrum,whereone
extremehasraw sensorydata,(suchasa bitmapimage),and
the other has highly interpretedand abstractedknowledge
(e.g., teleologicalknowledge). Visual knowledgeis closer
to theperceptual,or modal, endof thespectrum,andcausal
knowledgeis nearerto the amodalend. Causalitycanonly
be representedimplicitly in a visual representation.In con-
trastto abitmapimage,thevisualknowledgeweusecontains
abstractionsof objectsandrelations,andis thusrepresented
symbolically.

Our hypothesisis that symbolically representedvisual
knowledgeprovidesa level of abstractionatwhichtwo other-
wisedissimilardomainsmay look morealike. For example,
theconceptsof anarmyon themarchanda ray of radiation
arequitedifferent,but if botharerepresentedaslines,it may
facilitateanalogicalretrieval, mappingandtransfer. We hy-
pothesizethatevaluation,on theotherhand,requiresexplicit
causalknowledge:simply becausethepathof thearmyand
the ray look alike doesnot imply that the two behave simi-
larly. Sinceother's work hasbegun to explore theuseof vi-
sualknowledgefor mapping,ourwork focusesonanalogical
transfer.

In this paper, we sketchan outline of our computational
theoryof visualanalogicaltransferfor a classof problemsin
which the sourceanalogcontainsa sequenceof images(or
canbe analyzedin termsof an imagesequence).This the-
ory hasbeenimplementedin an operationalcomputerpro-
gramcalledGalatea.We illustratethetheoryusingtheclas-
sicalfortress/tumorproblem[Duncker, 1926] asanexample.
This examplewaschosenbecausepsychologicaldataindi-
catesthatexperimentalparticipantsusedvisual inferencesin
solvingit [HolyoakandThagard,1997]. In this task,experi-
mentalparticipantsfirst reada storyabouta problem-solving
situation: A generalwith a large army wantsto overthrow
a dictator who lives in a fortress. All roadsto the fortress
arearmedwith minesthatwill go off if many peopleareon
thematthesametime. To solvethisproblemhebreaksuphis
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armyinto smallgroupsandhasthemtakedifferentroads.The
groups� arrive at the sametime and takethe fortress. Then,
the subjectsaregivena new problem: A patientneedsradi-
ationtreatmenton a tumor insidethebody, but theradiation
will harmthehealthytissueit reacheson theway in. Finally,
the participantsareaskedto solve the tumor problem. The
analogoussolutionis to target the tumorwith low-level rays
comingfrom differentdirections,andhave themconvergeon
thetumor.

2 Languageand Processing
Our first task was to designa languageto expressvisual
analogsand the mapsbetweenthem. Sincethe theoryper-
tains to sequencesof images,we neededboth a vocabulary
of primitive visual transformationsthat expresschangesbe-
tweentwo consecutive images,anda vocabularyof primitive
visualelementsthatenablethetransformations.Wedesigned
aprimitivevisualizationlanguage,calledPrivlan, whichcon-
sistsof suchprimitive visual elementsandprimitive visual
transformations. It can representdiagram-likeimagesand
changesto them. Like other computationalvisual analogy
theories,oursrepresentsimagesasnetworksof symbols. In
Privlan symbolicimagesarecalledsimages, to differentiate
themfrom bitmapimages.

Privels: Primitive Visual Elements
Eachsimageis composedof a collectionof primitive visual
elements,or privels. Table1 showsa list of someprivels.

Table1
Privel name attrib utes

generic-visual-element location,size
line start-point,end-point

thickness,location
circle location,size
box location,height,width, orientation

Objectsin thedomain,like thefortress,areassociatedwith
a privel type. Eachprivel typehasattributesassociatedwith
it. As shown in Table1, lineshaveastart-point, anend-point,
a locationanda thickness. Theseattributesarenot strongly-
typed.For example,theend-pointof a line couldbealocation
suchasthe“center” of the imageor somecomponentof the
image,like thefortress.

Privits: Primitive Visual Transformations
Privlan representschangesto imagesover time with an or-
deredseriesof simagesin differentstates.Eachsimagein the
sequenceis connectedto any simagesbeforeandafterit with
primitive visual transformations,or privits. Table 2 shows
someexamplesof privits.

Table2
Privit name arguments

move object,new-location
decompose object,number-of-resultants
put-between object,first-object,second-object

add-component object

Each privit can take arguments. Move, for example,
takessomeobject that it is moving, anda new-location. It
changesthe object's value for the location attribute to the
new-location.

For example,imaginea circle moving from the top of the
imageto thebottom.Privlanwould representthis asa series
of two simages.Thefirst simagewouldcontaina circle with
locationsetto top. Thesecondwouldbeto have anothercir-
cle (called,say, circle-1) representedwhoselocation would
besetto bottom.Privlanknowsthesetwo simagesarein ase-
riesbecausethey areconnectedwith a transform-connection,
which in turn is associatedwith a seriesof correspondences
betweenobjectsin the simages:Therewould be a mapbe-
tweenthecircle in thefirst simageandcircle-1 in thesecond.
This mapbetweenthe circleswould be associatedwith the
moveprivit.

2.1 Algorithm
Thebottomseriesof simagesin Figure2 shows a represen-
tationof thesolvedfortressproblemanalog.Thebottomleft
simageis the initial stateof the problem. The top seriesof
simagesshows the target analog,the tumor problem. The
darkly shadedbox shows theoutputof thesystem.Thefirst
simageis all thatis inputof thetumorproblem.

To make an analogical transfer, the sourceand target
analogsmusthave an analogybetweenthem. The analogy
betweenthefirst tumorproblemsimageandthefirst fortress
problemsimagespecifiesmapsbetweenthecomponents.To
avoid over-complicationof thefigure,only oneof thesemaps
is shown, thatbetweenthe left-road1andleft-body1.

Privits are transferredfrom the bottom seriesto the top:
decomposeandmove.

Following is thecontrolstructurefor ourvisualanalogical
transfertheory. Wewill describethetransferof thefirst privit
asarunningexample.Theprocessin theabstractcanbeseen
in Figure1.

1. Identify the first simagesof the target and analog
problems.

2. Identify the privits and associatedarguments in the
current simageof the source analog. This stepfinds
outhow thesourceproblemgetsfromthecurrentsimage
to thenext simage.In our example,theprivit is decom-
pose, with “four” asthenumber-of-resultantsargument
(notshown).

3. Identify the objects of the privits. The objectof the
privit is what objectthe privit actson. For the decom-
poseprivit is the soldier-path1 (the thick arrow in the
bottomleft simage.)

4. Identify the correspondingobjectsin the target ana-
log. The ray1 (the thick arrow in the top left simage)
is the correspondingcomponentof the sourceanalog's
soldier-path1, as specifiedby the analogicalmap be-
tweenthe simages(not shown). A singleobjectcanbe
mappedto any numberof other objects. If the object
in questionis mappedto morethanoneotherobject in
thetarget,thentheprivit is appliedto all of themin the
next step.If theprivit argumentsarecomponentsof the
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Source Simage 1 Source Simage 2 Source Simage n

Target Simage 1 Target Simage 2 Target Simage n

analogy analogy analogy

Target Analog Problem

Source Analog Problem

Output by Galatea

Figure1: The thingsoutsidetheshadedbox aregivento Galatea:a completesourceprobleman incompletetargetproblem,
andthe analogybetweenthem. Galateacompletesthe analogicaltransferandstoresthenew simagesequencefor the target
problem.
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Figure2: Thefortress/tumorproblemrepresentation
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sourcesimage,thentheiranalogsarefoundaswell. Else
theargumentsaretransferredliterally.

5. Apply the privit with theargumentsto the target ana-
log component.A new simageis generatedfor the tar-
get problem(top middle) to record the effects of the
privit. Thedecomposeprivit is appliedto theray1, with
the argument“four.” The resultcanbe seenin the top
middlesimagein Figure2. Thenew raysarecreatedfor
thissimage.

6. Map the original objectsto the newobjectsin the tar-
get problem. A transform-connectionandmappingare
createdbetweenthetargetproblemsimageandthenew
simage(not shown). Mapsarecreatedbetweenthecor-
respondingobjects.In thisexampleit wouldmeanamap
betweenray1 in thefirst top simageandthefour raysin
thesecondtop simage.Theprivit is associatedwith the
map,asshown in theFigure,sothetargetproblemitself
canbeusedasa possiblesourceanalogin thefuture.

7. Map the newobjectsof the target problemto the cor-
respondingobjectsin the sourceproblem. In thiscase
theraysof thesecondtargetsimagearemappedto sol-
dier pathsin the secondsourcesimage. This step is
necessaryfor the later iterations(i.e. going on to an-
othertransformationandsimage).Otherwisethesystem
wouldhave nowayof knowing whichpartsof thetarget
simagethelaterprivits wouldoperateon.

8. Check to seeif goal conditions are satisfied. If they
are,exit, and the problemis solved. If not, and there
arefurthersimagesin the sourceseries,set the current
simageequalto thenext simageandgoto step1. If there
areno furthersimages,thenexit andfail.

3 System:Galatea

Our hypothesiswas that a visual representationlanguage
would be sufficient to describedomainssuchthat analogi-
cal problemsolvingcouldtakeplace.To testthis hypothesis,
weimplementedtheabove ideasin aprogramcalledGalatea,
andappliedit to Duncker's fortress/tumoranalogy.

Galatea's knowledge representationarchitectureconsists
of two kindsof propositions:1. A statementof existenceof a
conceptor relationand2. Theconnectionof two conceptsor
propositionswith a relation.

Galateatakesas input a solved sourceproblem, an un-
solvedtargetproblem(bothrepresentedvisually),ananalog-
ical mappingsbetweenthe simages,andcriteria for an ade-
quateproblemsolution. Wheninstructedto solve the target
usingthesource,it analogicallytransfersthesolutionproce-
dure.As canbeseenin Figure2, it outputsaseriesof simages
for thetargetproblem,andchecksto seeif thesolutiontrans-
ferredindeedsolvestheproblemconstraints.The following
sectiondescribesour results.

Duncker's Fortr ess/Tumor Problem
Table3 shows someof the privelsandtheir attributevalues
for thefirst fortressproblemsimage.

Table3: Privelsfrom FortressProblemSimage1
Visual Object attrib utes value

Fortress looks-like: generic-visual-element
location: center

Bottom-road looks-like: line
start-point: bottom
end-point: fortress

Right-road looks-like: line
start-point: right
end-point: fortress

Left-road looks-like: line
start-point: left
end-point: fortress

Top-road looks-like: line
start-point: top
end-point: fortress

Soldier-path looks-like: line
location: bottom-road
thickness: thick

We representedthe fortressstorywith threesimages(see
Figure 2.) The first was a representationof the original
fortressproblem.It hadfour roads,representedasthick lines,
radiatingout from the fortress,which wasa generic-visual-
elementin the center. We representedthe original soldier
path as a thick line on the bottom road. This simagewas
connectedto the secondwith a decomposeprivit, wherethe
argumentsweresoldier-path1for theobjectand“four” for the
number-of-resultants. Thesecondsimageshows thesoldier-
path1decomposedinto four thin lines,all still on thebottom
road.Thelinesarethinnerto representsmallergroups.This
is connectedto the final simagewith the moveprivit, which
is appliedto threeof thenew soldierpaths.They aresentto
thedifferentroads.Thefinal simagein the fortressproblem
showsall four soldierpaths,eachona differentroad.

We representedthe startstateof the tumor problemas a
singlesimage.The tumor itself is representedasa generic-
visual-element. Therayof radiationis a thick line thatpasses
throughthebottombodypart.

Galateatransfersthefirst transformation(decompose) from
thesourceanalog(the solved fortressproblem)to the target
(thetumorproblem).It knowswhichpartof thetumorprob-
lemto applythis privit to from thegivenanalogicalmapping
betweenthefirst simagesof thefortressandtumorproblems.
Galateageneratesa secondsimagewith the line representing
theray decomposedinto four thinnerlines. In thenext itera-
tion Galateasuccessfullytransfersthesecondtransformation,
moving eachof theraysto thedifferentroads.

Galatea can solve analogical transfer problems using
only visual knowledge, as we have shown with the
fortress/radiationexample. Though this work is still in
progress,weconjecturethatthistheory, whenPrivlanis more
fleshedout, will apply to all problemswhosesolutioncon-
straintsinvolve visually perceivablestatesof theworld. An-
othersenseof this is: if you canmakea diagramof it, our
theoryappliesto it.
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3.1 CausalKnowledge
Though the solution procedurewas transferredin both of
thesecases,the systemstill had no way of knowing if the
transferredsolutionwasadequatefor the new problem. In
the tumorproblem,in orderfor theagentto determineif the
tumorwasdestroyedandthepatientwasstill alive, it needed
somecausalknowledge. By causalwe meanknowledgeof
how thingsin asystemchangeasthey interact.Pre-andpost-
conditionsarea straightforwardway to representthis, but it
is difficult to imaginewhat“visual” pre-andpost-conditions
might look like. Visual representationsalonecannotenable
evaluationof thesolution.

Galatea representscausal knowledge with production
rules,implementedin ACT-R [AndersonandLibiere,1998].
We have no theoreticalcommitmentto productionrules or
ACT-R. Oneproductionrule identifiesa bodypartasdeadif
thereis a thick line representinga ray going throughit. An-
otherruleidentifiesthetumorbeingkilled if enoughradiation
is hitting it. If thetumoris deadandthebodyis alive,a final
productionfiresthatidentifiestheproblemasbeingsolved.

Whenthetumorproblemis first encountered(whenit only
consistsof asinglesimage),Galateais unableto infer through
theproductionsthat theproblemis solvedin theinitial state.
Whenthe solutionis transferredfrom the fortress,the rules
confirmthattheproblemhasbeensolved.

4 Discussion
In our earlierwork, we have developeda theoryof Model-
BasedAnalogybasedon Structure-Behavior-Functionmod-
elsof causalmechanismsandphysicalsystems.The IDeAL
system [Bhatta and Goel, 1997], for example, transfers
generic teleologicalmechanismsfrom a sourceanalog to
a target problem to addressnovel designproblems. The
ToRQUEsystem[Griffith etal., 2000] usesgenericstructural
transformationsto mutateatargetproblemor asourceanalog
to constructanalogies.Galateabuilds on theabove theoryof
model-basedanalogyin that in it too relieson the coreidea
of generictransformations.Thus,while the analogicalpro-
cessin Galateais similar to that in IDeAL, thecontentof its
generictransformationsis visual asopposedto teleological
or structural.ToRQUE's structuralknowledgecapturesonly
a small subsetof visual knowledge. In contrastGalateahas
informationaboutthe locationandappearanceof objectsin
a particularsimage:the fortressis not just connectedto the
road, it is in the centerof the simage;the path is not just
on the road, it is a thick line. Theseadditionalfeaturesen-
abletheinitial analogicalmappingbetweensimageswithout
causalknowledgebecausethe simagesrepresentingthe two
analogsaresimilarwhendescribedvisually.

Like Galatea,LetterSpiritis a modelof analogicaltransfer
[McGraw andHofstadter, 1993]. It takesastylizedseedletter
asinput andoutputsanentirefont thathasthesamestyle. It
doesthisby determiningwhatletteris presented,determining
how the componentsaredrawn, andthendrawing the same
componentsof otherlettersthesameway. Like Galatea,the
analogiesbetweenlettersarealreadyin thesystem:thever-
tical barpartof the letter “d” mapsto the verticalbar in the
letter “b,” for example. A mappingis createdfor the input

character. For example,theseedlettermaybeinterpretedas
an“f ” with thecross-barsuppressed.Whenthesystemmakes
a lower-case“t,” by analogy, it suppressesthecrossbar.

It is not at all clearthat LetterSpiritis applicableto other
domains(suchasthefortress/tumorproblem)in partbecause
thereis little distinctionbetweenits theory and the imple-
mentationthatworksfor letters.In contrast,onecanseehow
Galateamight be appliedto the font domain: The stylistic
guidelinesin LetterSpirit,suchas“crossbarsuppressed”are
like thevisualtransformationsin Galatea:it wouldbeatrans-
formationof removing anelementfromtheimage,wherethat
elementwasthecrossbarandthe imagewasa prototypelet-
ter “f.” Thenthetransformationcouldbeappliedto theother
lettersoneby one. We conjecturethat our theoryhasmore
generalitythanLetterSpirit.

Galateadoes not generatethe analogicalmapping, but
othersystems,thatcreatemappingswith visual information,
have shown that it canbedone.TheVAMP systemsareana-
logicalmappersaswell [Thagardet al., 1992]. VAMP.1 uses
ahierarchicallyorganizedsymbol/pixel representation.It su-
perimposestwo images,andreportswhich componentshave
overlappingpixels. VAMP.2 representedimagesas agents
with local knowledge.Mappingis doneusingACME/ARCS
[Holyoak andThagard,1997], a constraintsatisfactioncon-
nectionistnetwork.Theradiationproblemmappingwasone
of theexamplesto whichVAMP.2 wasapplied.

The StructureMappingEngine,or SME [Falkenhaineret
al., 1990] finds the bestmappingof elementsbetweentwo
domains. But SME typically is appliedto instanceswhere
thesituationsarerepresentedashaving causalandstructural
knowledge. SME hasbeenappliedto visual knowledgein
a systemcalledMAGI [Ferguson,1994], which takesvisual
representationsandusesSME to find examplesof symmetry
andrepetitionin a singleimage.

Like Galatea,MAGI and the VAMPs usevisual knowl-
edge. But unlike Galateatheir focus is on the creationof
themappingratherthanon transferof a solutionprocedure.
MAGI'sandGalatea's theoriesarecompatible:a MAGI-like
systemmightbeusedto createthemappingsthatGalateauses
to transferknowledge. The theorybehindthe VAMPs is in-
compatiblebecausethey usea differentlevel of representa-
tion for theimages.

Galateahasalsobeenappliedto the casestudyof James
ClerkMaxwell'screationof hiselectromagnetictheory. Ac-
cordingto Nersessian's Cognitive-HistoricalAnalysis[Ners-
essian,1995], Maxwell usedanalogicaltransferto resolve a
problemwith his mentalmodelof electro-magnetism.The
transferwasmediatedby a genericabstraction,and the ab-
stractionwascreated,retrieved,andinstantiatedusingvisual
representationsandreasoning.

Galateaso far hasbeensubstantiatedfor only two exam-
ples: Duncker's fortress/tumorproblemandMaxwell's case
study. In the future, we will extendGalateato cover many
moreproblems,andexpandit to use,in additionto simages,
bitmapimages,whichwebelievewill beimportantfor chang-
ing representationswhensymbolmismatchesmakeanalogi-
calmappingdifficult.
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5 Conclusion

Thefirst findingof ourexperimentswith Galateais thatvisual
knowledgealone,with no explicit representationof causal
knowledge,is sufficientfor enablinganalogicaltransfer. This
validatesthe centralhypothesisof our work. Galateasug-
gestsa computationalmodelof analogybasedon dynamic
visualknowledgethatcomplementstraditionalmodelsbased
oncausalknowledge.AlthoughGalateadoesnot addressthe
issuesof retrieval andmapping,put togetherwith otherwork
describedin the previous section,we can now more confi-
dentlyconjecturethatvisualknowledgealonecanenablere-
trieval, mappingandtransferin analogy.

A secondfindingof ourwork onGalateais thatevaluation,
in general,cannotbe doneusingvisual knowledgealone;it
requirescausalknowledgetoo. Thusvisual knowledgeen-
ablesonly the stepsthat dependdirectly on the visual simi-
larity betweenthetargetproblemandthesourceanalog,e.g.,
retrieval, mappingand transfer. It doesnot, however, fully
supporttheevaluationstepbecauseit dependsnotonsimilar-
ity but on theintrinsiccausalandteleologicalstructureof the
targetproblem.

Galatearepresentsvisual knowledgesymbolically, in the
form of symbolicimagesmadeof primitive visualelements
and primitive visual transformations.The symbolic repre-
sentationprovidesthe standardbenefitsof discreteness,ab-
straction,ordering,and composition. Although sequences
of lower-level bitmaprepresentationsalsocapturethenotion
of ordering,they, by themselves,neithercaptureabstractions
thatenablenoticingvisual similarity nor enabletransforma-
tionson theimages.This leadsusto a third finding: Galatea
providesadditionalevidencethatsymbolicrepresentationsof
visualimagesarenecessaryfor analogy.
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Abstract

Understanding the process of categorization is a
primary research goal in artificial intelligence. The
conceptual space framework provides a flexible ap-
proach to modeling context-sensitive categoriza-
tion via a geometrical representation designed for
modeling and managing concepts.
In this paper we show how algorithms developed
in computational geometry, and the Region Con-
nection Calculus can be used to model important
aspects of categorization in conceptual spaces. In
particular, we demonstrate the feasibility of using
existing geometric algorithms to build and manage
categories in conceptual spaces, and we show how
the Region Connection Calculus can be used to rea-
son about categories and other conceptual regions.

1 Introduction
Categorization is a fundamental cognitive activity. The abil-
ity to classify and identify objects with a high degree of ex-
ception tolerance is a hallmark of intelligence, and an essen-
tial skill for learning and communication. Understanding the
processes involved in constructing categories is a primary re-
search goal in artificial intelligence.

The conceptual space framework as developed by
Gärdenfors [2000] provides a flexible approach to model-
ing context-sensitive categorization. Conceptual spaces are
based on a simple, yet powerful, geometrical representation
designed for modeling and managing concepts.

In this paper we show how algorithms developed in com-
putational geometry, and the Region Connection Calculus
(RCC) [Cohnet al., 1997], a well known region-based spa-
tial reasoning framework, can be used to model important as-
pects of categorization in conceptual spaces. In particular, we
demonstrate the feasibility of using existing geometric algo-
rithms to build and manage categories in conceptual spaces,
and we show how the RCC can be used to reason about cate-
gories and other conceptual regions.

2 Conceptual Spaces
Conceptual spaces provide a framework for modeling the for-
mation and the evolution of concepts. They can be used to

explain psychological phenomena, and to design intelligent
agents [Chellaet al., 1998; G̈ardenfors, 2000]. For the pur-
poses of this paper conceptual spaces provide the necessary
infrastructure for modeling the process of categorization.

Conceptual spaces are geometrical structures based on
quality dimensions. Quality dimensions correspond to the
ways in which stimuli are judged to be similar or different.
Judgments of similarity and difference typically generate an
ordering relation of stimuli, e.g. judgments of pitch gen-
erate a natural ordering from “low” to “high” [G̈ardenfors,
2000]. There have been extensive studies conducted over
the years that have explored psychological similarity judg-
ments by exposing human subjects to various physical stim-
uli. Multi-dimensional scaling is a standard technique that
can be used to transform similarity judgments into a concep-
tual space [Krusal and Wish, 1978]. An interesting line of
inquiry is pursued by Balkenius [1999] who attempts to ex-
plain how quality dimensions in conceptual spaces could ac-
crue from psychobiological activity in the brain.

In conceptual spaces objects are characterized by a set of
attributes or qualities{q1, q2, ..., qn}. Each qualityqi takes
values in a domainQi. For example, the quality of pitch (or
frequency) for musical tones could take values in the domain
of positive real numbers. Objects are identified with points in
the conceptual spaceC = Q1 x Q2 x . . . Qn, and concepts are
regions in conceptual space.

In the definition above we use the standard mathematical
interpretation of “domain”. In [G̈ardenfors, 2000] however,
a domain is defined to be a set ofintegral dimensions, this
interpretation is consistent with its use in the psychology lit-
erature. For example, pitch and volume constitute the integral
dimensions of sounds discernible by the human auditory per-
ception system. Integral dimensions are such that they cannot
be separated in the perceptual sense. The ability to bundle up
integral dimensions as a domain is an important part of the
conceptual spaces framework. Domains facilitate the shar-
ing and inheritance of integral dimensions across conceptual
spaces.

For the purpose of this paper, and without loss of general-
ity, we often identify a conceptual spaceC with Rn, but has-
ten to note that conceptual spaces do not require the full rich-
ness ofRn. Domains can be continuous or discrete1. They

1They can even be small and finite e.g.{male, female}.
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can also be based on a wide range of geometrical structures,
for example, according to psychological evidence the human
colour perception system is best represented using polar co-
ordinates2 [Gärdenfors, 2000].

For the purpose of problem solving, learning and commu-
nication, agents adopt a range of conceptualizations using dif-
ferent conceptual spaces depending on the cognitive task at
hand.

Similarity relations are fundamental to conceptual spaces.
They capture information about the similarity judgments. In
order to model some similarity relations we can endow a con-
ceptual space with a distance measure.

Definition 1 A distance measured is a function fromC x C
into T whereC is a conceptual space andT is a totally or-
dered set.

Distance measures lead to a natural model of similarity; the
smaller the distance between two objects in conceptual space,
the more similar they are. The relationship between distance
and similarity need not be linear, e.g. similarity may decay
exponentially with distance.

The properties of connectedness, star-shapedness and con-
vexity of regions in conceptual spaces will prove useful
throughout.

Definition 2 A subsetC of a conceptual space is:

(i) connectedif for every decomposition into the sum of two
nonempty setsC = C1 ∪ C2, we haveC̄1 ∩ C2 ∪ C1 ∩
C̄2 6= ∅whereC̄ is the closure ofC. In other words,C is
connected if it is not the disjoint union of two non-empty
closed sets.

(ii) star-shaped with respect to a pointp (referred to as a
kernel point) if, for all points x in C, all points between
x andp are also in C.

(iii) convex if, for all pointsx andy in C, all points between
x andy are also in C.

Definition 3 Thekernel of a star-shaped regionC is the set
of all possible kernel points, and will be denotedkernel(C).

Connectedness is a topological notion, whilst star-
shapedness and convexity rely only on a betweenness rela-
tion. A qualitative betweenness relation can be specified in
terms of a similarity relation,S(a, b, c), which says thata is
more similarb than it is toc. Alternatively, a betweenness
relation can be used as primitive, and axioms introduced to
govern its behaviour [Borsuk and Szmielew, 1960]. In the
special case where the distance measure is a metric, the be-
tweenness relation can be defined as: “b is betweena andc”
if and only if d(a, b) + d(b, c) = d(a, c).

Convex regions are star-shaped, and in many topological
settings star-shaped regions are connected. The kernel of a
convex region is the region itself, and under the Euclidean
metric kernels are convex.

2A scientific representation of colour would require a different
representation however, one that captures important scientific fea-
tures of the electromagnetic spectrum such that the wave properties
of wavelength and amplitude constitute integral dimensions.

Constraints like connectedness, star-shapedness and con-
vexity can be used to impose ontological structure on the cat-
egorization of the conceptual space, i.e. not any old region
can serve as a category. In fact, there is compelling evidence
thatnatural propertiescorrespond to convex regions in con-
ceptual space, and using the idea of a natural property in this
way Gärdenfors [2000] is able to sidestep the enigmatic prob-
lems associated with induction.

In section 4 we show how categorization, the central theme
of this paper, occurs in conceptual spaces, but first we briefly
describe the RCC.

3 Region Connection Calculus
The RCC is a qualitative approach to spatial reasoning. It was
developed in an attempt to build a commonsense reasoning
model for space, and its remarkable utility has been illustrated
in numerous innovative applications [Cohnet al., 1997].

The RCC approach is region-based where spatial regions
are identified with their closures. The RCC is based on a con-
nection relation,C(X, Y ), which stands for “regionX con-
nects with regionY ”. The connection relation,C, is reflexive
and symmetric. Despite the fact that the basic building blocks
in the RCC are regions,C can be given a topological interpre-
tation, namelyC(X, Y ) holds when the topological closures
of regionsX andY share at least one point.

The RCC framework comprises several families of binary
topological relations. One family, the RCC5 fragment uses
the following Jointly Exhaustive and Pairwise Disjoint base
relations to describe the relationship between two regions (see
Figure 1);DR (discrete),EQ (identical),PP (proper part),
PP−1(inversePP ), andPO (partial overlap).

� � � � � �

�

�

�

	

Figure 1:The base relations in RCC5.

Boundaries of regions are not distinguished in RCC5; there
is no difference between two regions being totally discon-
nected and externally connected, and no difference between
a proper part tangentially connected to the boundary and a
proper part disconnected from the boundary. Another frag-
ment, RCC8, possesses base relations that can make these
distinctions.

In this paper our interests lie in similarity based categoriza-
tion, and we use RCC5 to illustrate how the RCC can be used
to represent conceptual regions. Extending to a more expres-
sive mereotopological language to reason about the adjacency
of categories, for example, is straightforward, and it can be
done at no extra computational cost.

Transition tables can be used to perform reasoning about
relationships between regions in RCC5 and RCC8. It is
known that there is no complete first order finite axiomatiza-
tion of topology. Nebel [1995] showed that propositional rea-
soning in RCC5 and RCC8 is NP-Hard, and Renz and Nebel
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[1999] identified a maximal tractable subset of relations that
contain all the base relations. Efficient implementations in
Prolog have been constructed using a zero-order intuitionistic
logic [Bennett, 1997].

The RCC can be used to represent spatial regions and to
reason about them in any dimension, provided that all spa-
tial entities possess precisely the same number of dimensions.
It can also represent regions composed of multiple (spatially
distinct) parts, but it cannot represent null regions.

In this paper we use the RCC to reason about spatial re-
lationships between conceptual regions, and to model the in-
determinacy of conceptual regions. The original formulation
of the RCC concerned regions with crisp well-defined bound-
aries, but later Cohn and Gotts [1996] extended the RCC to
handle indeterminate vague regions that could be “crisped”
into less vague regions. We describe this crisping relation in
more detail in section 5.2.

4 Categorization in Conceptual Spaces
4.1 Prototypes and Categorical Perception
A categorization results in a partitioning of a conceptual
space into (meaningful) subregions. The geometrical nature
of conceptual spaces coupled with representations for proto-
types and the ability to manipulate dimensions independently
of one another ensures that they provide a highly flexible and
practical representation of context-sensitive categorization.

Within each category certain members are judged to be
more representative than others [Rosch, 1975]. The most rep-
resentative members of a category areprototypes. There is a
wealth of psychological data supporting the existence of pro-
totypes and their key role in categorization. Typically human
performance experiments are used to determine how well,
and how quickly humans can classify, label, rank or com-
pare objects. Experimental results consistently show that the
ease of classification varies with how similar an object is to a
prototype. Furthermore, the more similar a nonmember is to
the prototype, the more difficult it is to exclude. It has been
shown, for example, that the reaction time recognizing that a
robin is a bird is shorter than identifying a penguin as a bird
regardless of whether the stimulus is the name or an image.

It is evident from experiments that humans make judg-
ments about the degree of resemblance to a prototype during
classification and identification; a robin is judged as a more
prototypical bird than a penguin [Harnad, 1987]. A prototype
consists of features of either a typical, or ideal category mem-
ber, rather than invariant features common to every member.
For example, a prototype of a category can be thought of as
an amalgam of the characteristic attributes of its category’s
exemplars3.

Classifying an object using prototypes is accomplished by
determining its similarity to a prototype. Instances above
somethresholdof similarity to the prototype are taken as cat-
egory members, all other instances are nonmembers.

Prototypes are central to the representation and process-
ing of categories. People classify, generate, acquire, and rea-
son about typical exemplars faster and more accurately than

3Exemplars are previously perceived examples of objects in a
category.

atypical exemplars. They also produce stronger inductive in-
ferences with typical exemplars than with atypical exemplars
[Hampton, 1993].

It is widely accepted on the basis of empirical psychologi-
cal experiments that people sometimes judge membership of
categories as graded. The existence of graded concepts sup-
ports the notion ofcontinuous perception. The gradedness of
category membership can be used to determine how closely
an object resembles a prototype and can naturally be deter-
mined from the underlying similarity judgments.

Psychological evidence also suggests that people distin-
guish stimuli along a physical continuum much better when
the stimuli are from different categories than when they are
from the same category. This phenomenon is calledcategori-
cal perception[Harnad, 1987], and is manifested in the ability
to discriminate stimuli with more ease and accuracy between
categories than within them. When categorical perception is
at work, stimuli related to a specific category are perceived as
indistinguishable, whereas stimuli from a “nearby”category
are perceived to be entirely different. This phenomenon has
been found in the way humans process sounds in speech.
In color perception, for example, different shades of green
are perceived to be more similar than green and yellow even
though the wavelength differences are no larger. In other
words, the psychophysical relationship between the physical
intensity of a stimulus and the psychological intensity of the
ensuing sensation is related to the categorization. Categorical
perception has also be found in primates, other than humans
[May et al., 1989].

It is also well known that similarity judgments crucially de-
pend on the context in which they occur for both continuous
and categorical perception. It turns that certain features of
objects and concepts are more salient for a particular catego-
rization (for both classification and identification) depending
on the context. The classic example is that a robin is a proto-
typical bird, but a canary is a prototypical pet bird.

In summary the key findings from psychological studies of
categorization are (i) similarity judgments play a fundamen-
tal role in categorization and they are context sensitive, (ii)
the degree of similarity is judged with respect to a reference
object/region such as a prototype, (iii) category membership
can be graded (discrete membership, if and when it exists, is
considered to be a special case), and (iv) the psychophysical
relationship between the stimulus and the response depends
on the underlying categorization.

4.2 A Mechanism for Building Categories

In this section results in computational geometry are applied
to categorization in conceptual spaces. We provide computa-
tional evidence for categorization based on prototypes, rather
than appealing to the usual intuitive arguments found in the
psychology literature derived from facts like the presentation
of prototypes enhances learning. It can be shown, for exam-
ple, that the conceptual space model predicts that it is easier
to learn categories in which the natural prototype is central
to a set of variations than it is to learn categories in which
the prototype occurs as a peripheral member, as observed by
Rosch [1975].
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The main idea is that Voronoi tessellations around proto-
types can be used to determine the threshold of similarity that
forms category boundaries. In other words, the prototypes
and the underlying similarity relation can be used to tessel-
late a conceptual space into categories.

Definition 4 A Voronoi tessellation in conceptual space is
given by the triple∆(P, d, C) whereP is a set of distinct gen-
erator points{p1, p2, . . . , pm}, d is a distance measure onC
a conceptual space. We define the tessellated regionsc(pi) to
be {x|d(pi, x) ≤ d(pj , x) for j = 1, 2, . . . , m}, and we call
c(pi) the category generated bypi.

A Voronoi tessellation divides a conceptual space accord-
ing to thenearest-neighbor rulewhich says each point/object
in the space is associated with the prototype closest to it. This
results in prototypes being centrally located in their category.

The Euclidean metric is a basic distance measure:
the Euclidean distanced(x, p) between two pointsx =
(x1, x2, . . . , xn) andp = (p1, p2, . . . , pn) in Rn is calculated

as
√∑n

j=1(xj − pj)2. If the underlying distance measure is

the Euclidean metric, then the resultant categoriesc(pi), are
convex, and hence star-shaped with respect topi. If the dis-
tance measure is the Manhattan or the supremum metric, then
the generated categories are not necessarily convex, but are
star-shaped with respect topi. In fact, it can be shown that if
x is betweeny andpi is defined asd(pi, x)+d(x, y) = d(pi, y)
and the distance measure satisfies the triangle inequality, then
the generated categories are star-shaped with respect topi.

Star-shapedness with respect to a prototypep is a desirable
property for categories: if a categoryc(p) is not star-shaped
with respect top, then there is an objectx that is betweenp
and somey ∈ c(p) but x 6∈ c(p).
Definition 5 A well behaved categorizationin conceptual
space produces regions which are star-shaped with respect
to their prototype region and contain their central prototype.

A Voronoi tessellation encapsulates the entire proximity in-
formation about the set of prototypes in a computationally
compact fashion. Voronoi diagrams in the plane can be com-
puted inO(n log n) worst-case optimal time usingO(n)
space [Okabeet al, 2000], and in d-dimensions ford > 3
in O(ndd/2e) worst-case optimal time [Klee, 1980].

Once constructed Voronoi tessellations can be used to: (i)
identify the category of arbitrary objects in logarithmic query
time without increasing the storage space - this is asymp-
totically optimal since it matches the information theoreti-
cal lower bound [Auberhammer, 1991], and (ii) compute the
smallest enclosing sphere containingn prototype points in
O(n log n) worst-case optimal time [Auberhammer, 1987].
Furthermore, a prototype can be added or deleted to a Voronoi
tessellation inO(n) time, and two Voronoi tessellations can
be merged inO(n) time.

It is interesting to note that classical techniques and algo-
rithms for information retrieval and cluster analysis are re-
lated to Voronoi tessellations. In fact, Voronoi tessellations
have been used to construct robust approximate solutions to
well known NP-complete information retrieval problems, i.e.
acceptable approximate solutions can be found inO(n log n)
time [Okabeet al, 2000].

Much experimental psychological data concords with the
idea of tessellating conceptual spaces into star-shaped (and
sometimes convex) regions around prototypes or exemplars,
e.g. stop consonants in phoneme classification [Petitot,
1989], other examples can be found in [Gärdenfors, 2000].

Not only do Voronoi tessellations generated by prototypes
support the prototype model of categorization, but the gen-
erated boundaries provide a threshold of similarity and sup-
port a mechanism which can explain categorical perception.
The precise mechanism involves crisping the distance mea-
sure and is described in Section 5.2.

4.3 Generalized Voronoi Tessellations
In this section we discuss some useful extensions of the ba-
sic Voronoi tessellation model. Ordinary Voronoi tessella-
tions give rise to ideal categorizations, in the sense that crisp
boundaries are generated from a single prototype. We gener-
alize the definition so as to generate categories from concep-
tual regions rather than specific prototype points.

Definition 6 A generalized Voronoi tessellation is given by
the triple ∆(P, d, C) whereP is a set of generator regions
{P1, P2, . . . , Pm}, d is a distance measure onC a concep-
tual space. We define the tessellated regionsc(Pi) to be
{x|d(Pi, x) ≤ d(Pj , x) for j = 1, 2, . . . , m}, and we call
c(Pi) the category generated by the regionPi.

We contrast two distance measures for generalized Voronoi
categorizations; theadditively weighted distanceand the
power distance4. The additively weighted Voronoi diagram
is typically used to model the growth of biological cells, and
can be used to model the growth of concepts also. The power
distance, on the other hand, is best suited to handle indeter-
minacy and exemplar variability.

An additively weighted distance between a pointx and a
sphereP ∈ P in Rn with weightw(P ), denotedd(x, P ), is
defined asd(x, p) − w(P )) whered(x, p) is the Euclidean
distance betweenx andp the center ofP . A common way
to define the additively weighted distance between a pointx
and a sphereP is to takew(P ) as the radiusrp of P , i.e.
d(x, P ) = d(x, p) − rp, which can naturally be interpreted
as the shortest distance between the pointx and the surface
of the sphereP , see Figure 2(a). The resulting tessellation
is called the Euclidean weighted Voronoi diagram. A point
x lies on or inside the sphereP if and only if d(x, P ) ≤ 0.
Okabeet al. [2000] proved that the bisector of a Euclidean
weighted Voronoi diagram is either a hyperbolic surface or
a hyperplane, and that the generated regions are connected
and star-shaped with respect to its generator sphere inRn.
This result also holds for the Manhattan and the supremum
metrics.

One way to obtain convex regions (with straight line bisec-
tors) is to use the power distance (also known as the Laguerre

distance):d(x, P ) =
√

d(x, p)2 − r2
p. Whenx is outside the

sphereP centered onp the distance fromP to x is given by
the length of the tangent fromP to x. The power distance and
power bisector are illustrated in Figure 2(b) and (c), respec-
tively.

4A related, but different, measure is used by Gärdenfors [2000].
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The size of a particular prototype’s radius relative to the
surrounding prototype regions reflects its ability to influence
its neighborhood. The magnitude of the radius can be related
to the actual size of the category, the variability among the
exemplars5, or the correlation of qualities.

Definition 7 We define apower categorizationto be a gen-
eralized Voronoi tessellation∆(P, d, C) generated by a set of
prototype regionsP using the power distance.

If the radii of the generator spheres are zero or equal in
size, then the power categorization will be equivalent to the
categorization based in the ordinary (point-based) Euclidean
Voronoi tessellation.

Figure 2:The Euclidean and the power distance measures.

The worst-case time complexity for the construction of the
power categorization is no worse than that for the ordinary
Voronoi diagram. Sometimes the structure of the space can
be exploited, which means that the actual computational time
can be dramatically lowered. Voronoi tessellations are used
in a wide range of applications and domain constraints can
be used to improve algorithms, typically linear time can be
expected, e.g. linear time can be expected if the generating
spheres/points are uniformly distributed [Dwyer, 1987].

Parallel algorithms have also been developed [Auberham-
mer 1991] which construct Voronoi diagrams inO(log n)
time usingO(n) processors.

It turns out that for power categorizations, if a generator
sphereP1 is a proper part of another generator sphereP2 then
the generated categoryc(P1) will not contain the center of the
generator regionP1, and a well-behaved categorization will
not be produced. For example, using the genericbird and the
robin prototype regions in Figure 3 to generate a power cate-
gorization would not result in a well behaved categorization;
sincePP (robin, bird), it turns out thatrobin 6∈ c(robin) in
the power categorization.

RCC5 can be used to ensure that generating spheres are not
proper parts of other generating spheres, and hence can play
a role in the categorization process itself, by determining the
legitimate spheres to use as generators.

Finally, we define the notion of a bounded tessellation
which provides a useful mechanism for selecting conceptual
regions to focus on for conceptual spatial reasoning and cate-
gorization.

5The standard deviation of the exemplars from the prototype
could be used [G̈ardenfors, 2000]. In the bird conceptual space the
standard deviation of birds is larger than that of emus, so we might
expect the sphere that generates the bird category to be larger than
that used for emus as in Figure 3.

Definition 8 Given a generalized Voronoi tessella-
tion ∆(P, d, C) where the categories are generated
by P = {p1, p2, ..., pn} define the Voronoi tessella-
tion bounded by a regionS, denoted byC∩S , to be
{c(p1)∩S, c(p2)∩S, ..., c(pn)∩S}. We denote the bounded
categoriesc(pi) ∩ S by c∩S(pi).

A bounded Voronoi diagram may be disconnected if every
boundary region is not star-shaped with respect to its genera-
tor point [Okabeet al., 2000].

5 Reasoning about Categories
Concept management involves categorization, concept ac-
quisition, concept formation and conceptual change. Cog-
nitive processes such as learning and communication impel
and guide concept management. In the previous section we
showed how conceptual spaces provide a rich and computa-
tionally effective representation for categorization based on
prototype regions, and in this section we show that the RCC
machinery can be used to reason about categories and to de-
scribe other aspects of concept management.

5.1 Determining Spatial Relationships
The RCC can be used to determine the relative configura-
tion of conceptual regions such as categories, concepts, pro-
totypes, and exemplars. For example we can determine: (i)
if the smallest region containing all the prototypes is a proper
part of a given category, (ii) if some category overlaps another
category e.g.PP (c(robin), c(bird)), (iii) if the region con-
taining all the prototypes contains all the exemplars, and (iv)
if a category’s kernel contains a specific region.

As an example let us consider the conceptual spaces de-
scribed in Figure 3, below.

Figure 3: Prototype regions in animal space, reptile crisp-
ings, & the power categorization of bird, mammal &reptile.

Using RCC5 we can describe the following spatial relation-
ships:

DR(bird, penguin), PP (robin, bird),
PO(c(robin), bird), PO(c(robin), kernel(c(bird))),
PO(archaeopteryx, c(reptile)),
PO(archaeopteryx, c(bird)),
DR(c(archaeopteryx), c(mammal)),
DR(emu, penguin),
DR(c(archaeopteryx), c(mammal)),
DR(c(robin), c(bat)), andDR(c(robin), c(platypus))
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The RCC, including the egg-yolk theory, allows discon-
nected regions, i.e. multi-pieced regions, so it supports the
construction of arbitrarily complex concepts. For conceptual
spaces that means one can juxtapose disconnected concepts to
form eclectic ones, e.g. penguins and emus (nonflying birds),
and build new concepts from existing ones. Within a sin-
gle category the set of prototypes would in some applications
be better modeled by a multi-pieced region rather than as a
connected region such as the smallest surrounding sphere, or
convex hull. In Section 5.3 we show that being able to model
multi-pieced regions is important to support nonmonotonic
reasoning.

For some applications it will be necessary to impose vari-
ous ontological constraints on interrelated categories. In par-
ticular, it may be important to enforce consistency across the
different levels of granularity so that the tessellated regions
at one level are identical to the union of tessellated regions
at lower levels:c(p) =

⋃
s⊆c(p) c(s) wheres are subcate-

gories ofc(p). This constraint is present in many software
engineering applications, and made explicit in data modeling
techiques. One way to model this constraint in a computa-
tionally efficient manner (without distorting the underlying
similarity relation) is to bound tessellations within categories.
It is important to note here that∆(P, d, C∩S) is not identical
to ∆(P, d, S) in general, so bounding a conceptual space be-
fore or after the tessellation can, and typically will, result in a
different categorization. For example, if the conceptual space
parameters remain fixed then it would seem reasonable that
the bird category region be the same regardless of whether
the generator is the prototypical bird or the set of all pro-
totypical birds at a lower level of granularity. In Figure 3
c(bird) can be tessellated independently ofc(reptile) and
c(mammal), so thatc(bird) = c(robin) ∪ c(penguin) ∪
c(emu) ∪ (c∩c(bird)(archaeopteryx)). In other words, the
generated subcategories ofc(bird) are bounded byc(bird).

Other applications may possess weaker ontological re-
quirements such as: If the prototype regionP1 is a subre-
gion of the prototype regionP2 thenc(P1) ⊆ c(P2). This
condition also places constraints on the way that a Voronoi
tessellation can be generated across the levels of granularity,
and is satisfied byrobins andbirds in Figure 3.

5.2 Crisping Conceptual Spaces
As noted in section 3 the RCC was extended by introduc-
ing an irreflexive, asymmetric and transitive binary relation
X < Y read as “X is crisper thanY ”, or “Y is a blurring of
X”. Cohn and Gotts also developed what has become known
as the “Egg-Yolk Theory”for modeling indeterminate spatial
regions. Anegg is composed of two regions with definite
boundaries; theyolk being a proper part of the egg. The egg
and its yolk define the upper and lower bounds, respectively,
on the range of indeterminacy of the region.

In this section we show how the crisper relation< can be
defined and the egg-yolk representation can be used to reason
about categories and other conceptual regions.

A crisper relation in conceptual space can be constructed
in a multitude of ways. One straightforward method is to
use the proper part relation, PP, i.e.X < Y if and only if
PP (X,Y ). Figure 3 also illustrates some potential crispings

of thereptile category; a set of concentric spheres bounded
by c(bird) andc(mammal). These crispings could be gener-
ated in numerous ways, e.g. using prespecified degradations
in the distance measure, or by using the exemplars where each
successive blurring captures another exemplar.

Given a conceptual space and a crisper relation we can
build a vast range of useful queries using the RCC such as
“Does a conceptual region constitute a crisping/blurring of
another region?” “Does crisping a particular domain change
the classification of a specific object?”, “Does every category
contain its prototype crisping?” and so forth.

As an example let us consider the conceptual space in Fig-
ure 3 where the crisper relation is based onPP . We have the
following:

penguin < c(penguin) < kernel(c(bird)) = c(bird)
robin < bird androbin < c(robin) < c(bird)
emu < c(emu) < c(bird)
bat < c(bat) < c(mammal)
platypus < c(platypus) < c(mammal)

Other relations describing the relationships between inde-
terminate regions can be constructed from the crisper relation
< such ascrisp(X) which is defined as “there does not exist
aY such thatY < X”, andMA(X,Y ) which holds whenX
andY are mutually approximate, i.e. they possess a common
crisping [Cohnet al., 1997]. From the conceptual space in
Figure 3 we can say:

Crisp(robin), Crisp(mammal),
Crisp(archaeopteryx ∩ C(bird)), Crisp(penguin),
¬Crisp(bird),¬Crisp(kernel(bird)),¬Crisp(c(reptile)),
MA(c(penguin), c(bird)), MA(robin, bird),
MA(archaeopteryx, c(bird)),
MA(archaeopteryx, c(reptile)),

The RCC framework provides a number of axioms that
govern the crisping relation in different kinds of applications.
For example, there are axioms that ensure the existence of a
complete crisping of any region, and the existence of alterna-
tive crispings and blurrings.

Crispings can play a role in the process of categorization
itself; they can define regions to be used to generate tessel-
lations. For example, in Figure 4, below, the bisector shifts
towards the sphereP1 with centerp1 and radiusr if P1 is
crisped to a smaller sphereP ′1 with radiusr′. This crisping
can be modeled precisely; the bisector betweenP1 and Pi

moves by distance(r − r′)/2d(p1, pi) towardsp1 in parallel
to its previous location. So it is easy to show thatP ′1 < P1 if
and only ifc(P ′1) < c(P1), i.e. a local crisping (blurring) of
a prototype region crisps (blurs) its category, and conversely.

In well behaved categorizations one can construct an egg
yolk system using the kernel of each category. The yolk of
the prototype regionP1 can be given by the largest sphere en-
closed bykernel(c(P1)), sayprotoyolk, and the egg can be
given by the smallest sphere circumscribingkernel(c(P1)),
sayprotoegg. This egg-yolk prototype system can then be
used to generate the corresponding egg-yolk category system:
c(protoyolk) andc(protoegg).

Finally we extend the notion of crisping to distance mea-
sures to capture categorical perception; the observed phenom-
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Figure 4:Crisping a prototype crisps the category.

ena where category members are judged to be more similar
than members and nonmembers immediately across category
boundaries. For example, thedistance measured′ is a crisp-
ing of distance measured where

d′(a, b) =
{

k(d(a, b)) if a, b ∈ c(P ) for someP
d(a, b) otherwise

for some0 ≤ k < 1.
In the limit we haved′(a, b) is 0 if a andb are in the same

category andd(a, b) otherwise. Categorical perception, and
hence crisping a distance measure, represents a form of learn-
ing. Our definition can be extended in numerous ways and the
similarity relation derived from a crisped distance measure
can easily be given a wide variety of threshold behaviours.

5.3 Nonmonotonicity and Concept Management
In this section we highlight the nonmonotonic effects of
changing context, and show how conceptual spaces can be
used as an underlying model from which more traditional
nonmonotonic reasoning formalisms can be derived.

Nonmonotonic changes to the categorization can arise in
several ways: (i) byfocusingon a region, (ii) bymodify-
ing the underlying conceptual space, or (iii) bychangingthe
mapping of objects to conceptual regions.

Focusing on a Region
Focusing can be accomplished by changing the dimension
weights, by crisping a region, bounding a region, or combin-
ing regions.

As noted earlier categorization is context-sensitive. In
conceptual spaces context-dependence is modeled using
weighted dimensions. For example, weighting the distance
measure along the x-axis results in a different categorization
via the Voronoi tessellation such that objects change cate-
gories. Technically this is achieved by multiplying the spe-
cific dimensions by a given weight where the weight reflects
its salience. For instance, under the Euclidean metric a weight
can be placed on dimensioni as follows:

√∑
i wi(xi − pi)2.

Weighting specific dimensions gives rise to a nonmonotonic
crisping relation whereX < Y does not implyPP (X,Y );
some regions will contract in size others will dilate. In Figure
5, below, the quality dimension represented by the x-axis in
(a) becomes more salient and is elongated causing the object
”q” to be reclassified in (b).

Figure 5:Changed categorization due to a change in context.

Modifying the underlying Conceptual Space
The underlying conceptual space can be modified by adding
and deleting exemplars or prototypes, changing the distance
measure, changing the function relating the distance measure
to similarity, or changing the generator prototype regions.

The introduction of exemplars and/or prototypes will
shift the boundaries and create new categorical regions
[Gärdenfors, 2000]. As noted earlier the addition and removal
of prototypes is a fundamental concept management opera-
tion, and can be achieved in linear time in the worst case.

Changing the underlying distance measure or generating
regions will shift boundaries. Merely crisping the distance
measure or modifying the function relating the distance mea-
sure to similarity will not change the underlying categoriza-
tion, but will affect the magnitude of the similarity judgments.

Changing the mapping of objects to regions
Nonmonotonic reasoning formalisms are typically logic
based, and hence symbolic systems. The conceptual space
framework can be used to model nonmonotonic information,
and used to construct nonmonotonic inference rules via the
RCC. Since the conceptual space model is based on the mea-
sure of similarity to prototypes the RCC’s crisper relation can
be used to build representations of minimal models or usual
states of affairs.

Just as specific individual objects are points in conceptual
space, generic (or under specified) objects are (possibly dis-
connected) regions. One might expect that the more generic
or the more unspecified an object, the larger the region used
to represent it.

The generic bird, Tweety, would be represented as a cen-
tral region in bird space, e.g. the prototypebird region. In
which case we would expect Tweety to possess all the fea-
tures common to birds in that region; we expect Tweety to
possess feathers, two legs, wings for flight, a four chambered
heart, and so forth. As we learn more about Tweety we ad-
just the target region used to represent him. If we learn he is
a robin, then he could be remapped to therobin prototype.
On the other hand, if we learn that he is a nonflying bird,
then we may remap him to the prototypepenguin region and
the prototypeemu region which in the example in Figure 3
is a disconnected region, and we still expect Tweety to have
feathers, two legs, and a four chambered heart.

The RCC can represent conceptual regions which are re-
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quired to support all concept management for nonmonotonic
reasoning as described above, and as such it forms a natural
bridge from the geometrical conceptual space representation
to the symbolic representation in standard nonmonotonic for-
malisms.

6 Conclusion
We showed how algorithms in computational geometry and
the RCC can be applied to the conceptual space framework.
Categorization in conceptual spaces is achieved via (gener-
alized) Voronoi tessellations based on a similarity relation
which results in a prototype being centrally located in its cat-
egory. An analysis of existing algorithms in computational
geometry established that categorization based on an under-
lying similarity relation which is used to generate Voronoi
diagrams is feasible. Furthermore, once a categorization is
completed concept management tasks like determining the
category of an arbitrary object, adding and deleting proto-
types, and merging categories are computationally fast. For
example, once a classification has taken place the time taken
to identify the category of an arbitrary object is logarithmic,
and the time required to add or delete a prototype is linear.

We demonstrated that the ability to reason about categories
and other conceptual regions using the RCC enhances the
conceptual space model. We showed that the RCC can be
used to construct both monotonic and nonmonotonic reason-
ing systems from the information embedded in the categories
of conceptual spaces, hence the RCC forms a natural bridge
from the geometrical representation of information in con-
ceptual spaces to its symbolic counterpart.

In addition, the RCC provides facilities to determine the
prototype regions from which to generate categories so that
well behaved categorizations are produced.

The crisper relation< and egg-yolk systems can be gen-
erated in conceptual spaces using prototypes and exemplars,
and hence can be used to model the indeterminacy of concep-
tual regions. Interesting properties followed from our con-
structions, for example, we were able to show that crisping a
prototype region locally, leads to the crisping of its category
under the power categorization, and that categorical percep-
tion can be explained by crisping the distance measure on the
conceptual space.
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Abstract

Thispaperinvestigatestheformationof color cate-
goriesandcolor namingin a populationof agents.
The agentsperceive and categorize color stimuli,
andtry to communicateabouttheseperceivedstim-
uli. While doing so they adapttheir internal rep-
resentationsto be more successfulat conveying
color meaningin future interactions. The agents
have no accessto global informationor to therep-
resentationsof other agents;they only exchange
word forms. The factorsdriving the population
coherenceare the sharedenvironmentand the in-
teractions.The experimentsshow how agentscan
form a coherentlexicon of color terms and —
particularly—how a coherentcolor categorization
emergesthroughtheselinguistic interactions.The
resultsare interpretedin the light of theoriesde-
scribingandexplaininguniversaltendenciesin hu-
mancolor categorizationandcolor naming.At the
sametime the experimentsconfirm the view that
certainaspectsof languageact as a complex dy-
namic system,arising from self-organizationand
culturalinteractions.

1 Introduction
Color has enthralledscientistsfor centuries. Many disci-
plines in science,amongwhich physics,neurology, cogni-
tive science,philosophy, psychology, linguisticsandanthro-
pology, have all contributed to a vast body of work on the
aspectsof humancolor vision, including color perception,
color categorizationandcolor naming. Cognitive processes
concernedwith color have often beenconsideredas being
idealtestgroundfor verifying theoriesproposedin theabove-
mentioneddisciplines.Moreover, empiricalstudieson color
perceptionhave always offered amplefood for thoughtfor
quitea few differentopinionsin cognitive science;often the
interpretationbeingchangedto betterfit this or thatperspec-
tive.

Theexperimentsdescribedherestudycolor categorization
and color naming in artificial, well-controlledsimulations;
trying to provide justificationor even new insightsin theo-
riesoncolor categorizationandcolor naming.

1.1 From color perception to color categories
Human color perceptioncan be studied at several levels.
At the neurologicallevel, electro-magneticenergy is trans-
formedin the photoreceptorsof the retinainto a neuralsig-
nal,which is thenconveyedto thebrain. Humanshave three
different typesof color sensitive photoreceptors:onesensi-
tive for reddishlight, one for greenishand one for bluish
light. The cells are coneshapedand they are respectively
calledthe L, M andS-cones;designatingtheir sensitivity to
long, middleor shortwavelengths.Humansarethustrichro-
matic species.However, at the psychologicallevel humans
seemto react ratherdifferent than one would expect for a
specieshaving threetypesof photoreceptors.Hering’s op-
ponentcolor theory, later definedquantitatively by [Jame-
sonandHurvich, 1955] andobservedexperimentallyduring
in vivo experimentson macaquemonkeys by [DeValois et
al., 1966], arguedfor anantagonisticnatureof color percep-
tion: color seemsto occur in pairs, with black opposedto
white,greenopposedto redandblueopposedto yellow. This
gave rise to the two stagecolor theory; in a first stagelight
is receivedby threetypesof photoreceptors,andin the sec-
ond stagethe outputsare interconnectedto form red-green,
yellow-blueandwhite-blackchannels.However, we arestill
left with a continuouscolor experience,handlingcolor infor-
mationwould requirecutting up that color continuum.This
bringsusto color categorization.

1.2 Color categories and color terms
Color appearancehasa categorical nature; this is immedi-
ately suggestedby the fact thatevery languagehasdifferent
color words to indicatedifferent color sensations.The be-
lief was long held that culturesdivided the color spectrum
into arbitrarycategories. However, in 1969Berlin andKay
publishedtheir influential monograph[1969], in which they
provide empiricalevidencefor universaltendenciesin color
categorization. They concludethat humanshave eleven ba-
sic perceptualcolor categories;basic meaningthat the cor-
respondingcolor term is a monolexemic,uniquecolor term,
salientand unambiguousto all languagespeakers. Human
languageshave at leasttwo and at most eleven basiccolor
termsreferringto theseperceptualcolor categories(English
hasall elevenof them:black,white, red,green,yellow, blue,
brown, purple,pink, orangeandgray). A secondconclusion
is thatbasiccolor termsappearin languagesin a specificor-
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der. When a languagehasonly two color termsit will be
a term� for BLACK andWHITE, whena third color term is
added,it will be RED, next eitherGREENor YELLOW is
lexicalizedandso on. At aboutthe sametime, new quanti-
tative informationon the opponentcharacterof color vision
seemedto supportBerlin andKay’s theoriesvery well [Kay
andMcDaniel, 1978]. Thus,the universaliststancequickly
becamewidely accepted. However, recentlycritical views
have beenofferedon universalistextremism,pleadingfor a
moresubtleattitudeandfor morecarefullycollectedandin-
terpretedquantitative data[Saundersandvan Brakel, 1997;
Lucy, 1997].

1.3 The relation to language

Languageis uniqueto humans;althoughmany animalsare
capableof communicatingmessages,they are not able of
employing the full rangeof linguistic capabilitiesaswe hu-
manscan. Concreteandabstractconceptformation,exten-
sive lexicalizationsand syntaxall seemto be exclusive to
humans. The way humanshandleabstractreasoning,hier-
archicalstructuresandarbitrarymappingis unsurpassed,and
thereis goodreasonto believe that languageis crucial to all
this. Thenatureof languageandtheorigin of languagemight
indeedhelpusunderstandhumanintelligence.

On the origin of language,two extreme stancesexist.
Someassumethathumanlanguagecapacityis innateandat
largegeneticallydefined[Chomsky, 1980;PinkerandBloom,
1990;Bickerton,1998], while othersbelieve that theorigins
of languageareto be found in the combinedplay of human
generalcognitive capacitiesand cultural interactions[Dea-
con,1997;Steels,1999].

Steels[1997;1998] considerslanguageto be the product
of cultural evolution. According to Steelslanguagecan be
seenasa distributed,dynamicalandadaptive system. Lan-
guageis not controlledby onecentralintelligence;instead,
the knowledgeof the languageis distributedover its users.
None of the usershasperfectknowledgeor control of the
language.Languageis also robust to changesin the popu-
lation; usersmay leave or join the communitywithout sig-
nificantly affecting the languagespoken in the community.
In additionlanguagecanbeseenasa complex dynamicsys-
tem: categories,concepts,word formsandgrammaremerge
and adaptaccordingto populationdynamicswhich can be
describedusing ideasfrom the field of dynamicalsystems.
Thesetheorieshave beensuccessfullyused,for exampleto
explain theself-organizationof universaltendenciesin vowel
systems[deBoer, 2001].

Investigatingthe formation of color categoriesand color
termsin thesamewaycanhelpelucidatesomeaspectsof hu-
manlanguage,suchasconceptformation,lexicon grounding
andthepropagationof lexicalizationsandmeaningthrougha
population.

Thepaperis structuredasfollows. Section2 describesthe
internalorganizationof theindividualagents(therepresenta-
tionof colorperception,thecategorizationandtheconnection
betweencolorwordandcolorcategories).Section3 provides
detailson the dynamicson the individual level and on the
populationlevel. Section4 providesresultsillustratingsome

typical outcomesof simulations,while section5 and6 con-
clude.

2 The agents
The simulationusesa populationof agents.On an individ-
ual level, the agentsall have the ability to perceive color, to
categorizetheirperception,to lexicalizetheircolorcategories
andto adaptto otheragentsin orderto bemoresuccessfulat
communicatingcolor meaning.On the populationlevel, the
agentscommunicatewith eachother using a simple proto-
col calledtheguessinggame.In aguessinggame,two agents
communicateaboutavisualcontext. Throughplayingseveral
thousandsof thesegamesacommonlexicon is built up.

2.1 Color perception and representation
Whenperceiving thephysicalworld, amappingis madefrom
the physical spaceto a representationin the psychophysi-
cal space.Uponthis representation,furthercognitiveactions
suchascategorizationor recognitionaretaken.

The color stimuli are presentedto the agentsas spectral
power distributions, expressedas energy at wavelengthsin
the visible spectrum(rangingfrom

�����
nm to

�����
nm). No

informationon spatialor temporalpropertiesaregiven: the
colorsarepresentedin “aperture”mode,void of any contex-
tual information. The sensation���
	 is a physicalstimu-
lus andhasto bemappedto a psychophysicalrepresentation� �� . For this a mapping	���� is needed.Therepresen-
tation � shouldfulfill threerequirements.First andfor all it
shouldbeagoodmodelfor how humansperceivecolor. Sec-
ond, it shouldmake discriminationpossible:two stimuli are
discriminableif andonly if they mapontodifferentpointsin
therepresentationspace.Third, oneshouldbeableto define
a similarity measureover therepresentationspace.

The CIE ����������� color spacesatisfiestheserequirements
andhasprovenits merit at categorizingreal-world color im-
ages(see[Lammens,1994]). It is a three-dimensionalcolor
spacedesignedto be perceptuallyequidistantand can be
representedin Cartesianspace. � � representslightness, � �
correspondsapproximatelyto redness-greennessand � � to
yellowness-blueness.For a definition and for a conversion
from spectralpower distribution to CIE � � � � � � seefor ex-
ample[WyszeckiandStiles,2000])

2.2 Color categorization
Whenan agentis to communicateaboutthe world, a sym-
bolic representationof the perceptionis needed.This cate-
goricalrepresentationarisesby cuttingupandstructuringthe
representationspace.

The color space(which is the psychophysicalrepresenta-
tion spacein theseexperiments)is usedto definecategories.
A category hasa numberof features,in our case� � , � � and� � , andfor eachfeaturea fuzzy membershipfunction is de-
fined. If an unknown stimulus is perceived, a measureis
neededof how well a category matchesthe unknown repre-
sentation.Several solutionsarepossibleto representa cate-
gory, onecould take a radially symmetricfunctionsuchasa
Gaussian;or a multilayerperceptroncouldbeused.Herean
adaptivenetwork is chosen(anadaptivenetwork resemblesa
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radialbasisfunction—seeeg. [BroomheadandLowe,1988];
exceptthat thereis only oneoutputunit, which is dividedby
thenumberof hiddenunits). Adaptive networksareour pre-
ferredchoicefor representingcategoriessincethey candivide
theinput spaceinto regionswhile not beingrestrictedin any
way: the regionscanbe convex or not, symmetricalor not,
connectedor disparate,even overlap is possible. A second
advantageis thatadaptivenetworksareeasilyanalyzed.This
is valuablefor monitoringtheperformanceof thesimulations.

Figure1: adaptivenetwork for representinga color category,
it consistsof onehiddenlayerof locally tunedreceptorsfully
connectedto a linearoutputunit.

Figure 1 shows the adaptive network. It consistsof a
layer of an unspecifiednumberof hidden units acting as
tunedreceptorsandoneoutputunit. The input � is a three-
dimensionalvector containinga � � , � � and � � -value. The
hiddenunits are Gaussianfunctions ��������� , with center  !�
andwidth "#� . Theoutputof thenetwork $%����� is theweighted
sum of the Gaussians,weightedby the numberof hidden
units. � � �&���('*)�+#, -/. ��� .  � �102 " 0� 3

$4�&���5'768:9;�=<�>@? �A���(�&���
For adaptingthenetwork, acombinationof instance-based

andreinforcementlearningis used. Therearefour possible
actions:addingor removing a hiddenunit, andincreasingor
decreasingthe weight ? � of a unit. The width " � of a unit
—initialized to a defaultvalue—is neverchanged.

2.3 Lexicalizing categories
Finally, theagentsneedword formsin orderto communicate
aboutcolor categories:word formsaretheonly information
exchangedby theagents.A category canbeassociatedwith
oneor morewordforms,allowing for synonymy. It is alsoal-
lowedfor thesamewordformto beassociatedwith morethan

onecategory, allowing for polysemy. Notethatcategoriesare
only lexicalizedwhenthey needto be communicated;often
agentshavecategorieswith no word form associated.

An agenthasa setof associationsB , eachassociationis a
pair containinga category CED5�GF andasetof word forms H�D
( H�D canbeempty). BI'KJ�LMC >ON H >�PQN�RSRSRUT

Word forms VW�XH are randomlyselectedfrom a finite
alphabetY , VW�ZY � . No other restrictionsare appliedto
the creationof word forms (for example, it is not the case
thatmoreoftenusedwordstendto beshorter, asobservedin
humanlanguages).

3 The simulation
Duringasimulationsteptwo kindsof gamesareplayed.The
discrimination game is playedat the individual level. The
guessing game is playedat thepopulationlevel. More on the
mechanismof bothgamescanbefoundin [Steels,1998].

3.1 The discrimination game
Thegoalof thediscriminationgameis to constructcategories
in orderto successfullydistinguishcolor stimuli. It follows
a simplescenario,andis completedby oneagentwithout the
needfor interactionswith otheragents.

An agenthasa,possibleempty, setof categoriesF . A ran-
domcontext [\'KJA]�> N�RSRURSN ]_^ T is createdandpresentedto the
agent.It contains̀ objects] D (in this casecolor stimuli) of
which oneobject ]Oa is thetopic. Thetopic hasto bediscrim-
inatedfrom the rest of the context. The gameproceedsas
follows.

1. Context [b'bJO]�> N�RURSRUN ]_^ T and the topic ] a �c[ are
presentedto theagent.

2. The agent perceives each object ]dD and produces
a sensory representationfor each object: �fe=gh'Jdi e g> N�RSRSRUN i e gj T .

3. For all ` sensoryrepresentations,thebestmatchingcat-
egory C�k_l4�F is found.m Cn�Fpo_$�qr�M�%eA�tsvu$w�x�%eO�$�q is the output of the adaptive network belongingto
category C , and u$ is the outputof the adaptive network
reactingbestto � e .

4. Thetopic ]Oa canbediscriminatedfrom thecontext when
thereexistsacategorymatchingthetopicbut notmatch-
ing any otherobjectsin thecontext.y C k l{z N�RURSRSN C k l}|�~���C k lM��'���C k lx���

This scenariocan fail in two ways. First, the agenthas
no categoriesyet ( Fc'v� ); in this casea category is created
with its centeron the topic. Second,no discriminatingcat-
egory canbe found: the category found for the topic is also
found for otherobjects. Whenthis category is far from the
topic (accordingto somedistancemeasure),a new category
is created.Whenit is closerthanacertainthresholddistance,
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thecategory is adaptedby addinga new hiddenunit with its
center� on thetopic.

Whenplayingthesediscriminationgamesanagentis able
to createcategoriesthat discriminateone object (i.e. color
stimuli) from others.Next to basicmechanism,theweightof
the hiddenunits aredecreasedwith every game.Over time,
this resultsin the “forgetting” of hiddenunits. Only whena
categoryhasprovento beusefulin aninteraction,theweights
areincreasedagain.

3.2 The guessing game
For theguessinggame,two agentsarerandomlychosen.One
actsas the speaker, the other as the hearer. A context [
is presentedto both agents,but only the speaker knows the
topic. Thegamegoesalongthefollowing scenario.

1. Thespeaker tries to discriminatethe topic by playinga
discriminationgame,if it findsadiscriminatingcategoryC�k�l � thegamecontinues,otherwisethegamefails.

2. Thespeaker looks if any word formsareyet associated
with C k lM� . If not, a new word form V is randomlycre-
atedandassociated.If howeveroneor moreword forms
arealreadyassociatedwith C�k_l � , thenoneword form V
is selectedaccordingto its successin previousguessing
games.Theword form V is thenconveyedto thehearer.

3. Thehearerlooksif it has V in its associativememory, if
not thegamefails: theheareris shown thetopic ]Oa andit
learnstheproperword form for it by addinga category
for thetopic.

4. If the hearerdoeshave the word form V in its lexicon
it finds the associatedcategory CE� andtries to point out
thetopic. This will only work whenthehearercandis-
criminatethetopicfrom thecontext, otherwisethegame
fails.

5. If the hearersucceedsin pointing out the correctob-
ject as the topic, the gameis successful.If the hearer
points out the wrong object, the speaker identifiesthe
topic and the heareradaptsits category CE� by addinga
hiddenunit, sothecategoryresemblesthetopicbetterin
futuregames.

Whenaguessinggameis successfultheweightsof thehid-
denunitsof thecategory C k lM� areincreased,this strengthens
a category makingthe probability of it beingusedin future
gameshigher. Categorieswhichdonotcontributeto thegame
arethroughthis lesslikely to beusedin futureinteractions.

The interactionsareresponsiblefor achieving agentlexi-
conswhich arecoherentover the population. And because
theagentsadapttheir categoriesaccordingto theoutcomeof
the guessinggame,thecategoriesof the agentsshow coher-
enceaswell. This is anillustrationof theSapir-Whorf thesis,
whichclaimsthatlanguageinfluencesthewayits usersexpe-
riencetheworld [Whorf, 1950].

4 Results
For thesimulationstwo datasetsareusedasinput: onecon-
taining spectralmeasurementstaken from over 1200 color
chipsof theMunsellcolor notationsystemandonewith 300

Figure2: theaveragesuccessrateplottedfor 20 agentsover
10000games.Theuppercurveshowsthediscriminativesuc-
cess,thelowercurve thecommunicativesuccess.

Figure3: coherenceof the color categoriesin a population.
The bottom dataseriesshows the coherencewithout inter-
actions,the top seriesshows how interactionsincreasethe
coherence.

measurementsof colorsof plantsandflowers.A context is se-
lectedout of thesedatabases,containingminimum2 andup
to 10differentcolorsamples.As areference,artificial created
colorsamplesareuseto testtherobustnessof thesystem.

Theresultsshow that the agentscreatea setof categories
with which they candiscriminateany color context offered
(provided that the color stimuli in the context aredissimilar
enough;for example,thecolorscannot bemetameric).Fig-
ure2 shows thesuccessrateof a populationof agentsduring
atypicalrun1. Thediscriminativesuccess—telling how good
theagentsareatdiscriminatingthecontext— quickly risesto
100%. The communicative success—measuringhow good
the agentsare at conveying meaning—rises quickly, then
dropsoff as the gamesreachtheir full complexity andthen
graduallyrisesagainasthey agreeon a commonlexicon.

Anotherresultdemonstratesthebenefitof communication.
Whenno guessinggamesareplayed,so that thereis no in-
teractionbetweenthe agents,the agentsdo not manageto

1Notethatsimilar phenomenaareobservedfor a widevarietyof
parametersettings,thelimited spacehowever doesnot allow exten-
sive reportingof results.
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Figure4: numberof categoriesfor 10 agentsduring 10000
games.The gray curvesshow the numberof categoriesfor
eachagent,theblackcurveshows thepopulationaverage.

form coherentcategorysets.Clearlytheenvironmentalbind-
ing is not strong enoughto obtain sharedcategorizations.
Whentheinteractive componentis introduced,by letting the
agentsplay guessinggames,the coherenceof the color cat-
egories rapidly increases. The coherenceis computedby
cross-summingthe similarity for all categoriesof the entire
population.Let Fw�Q'��5F containall thecategoriesof all the
agents,thecoherenceis thencomputedas,�E��� '����; DS<�> �r�;�=<rDU��>��=�U�v� C �D N C ��A�

The higherthe coherence,the betterthe categoriesof the
agentsagree.Categoriesarematchedaccordingto a similar-
ity function.Thesimilarity betweentwo categoriesCE� and C��
is computedasin eq. 1, with

8 q�� and
8 q�� beingthenumber

of hiddenunits for both categories. It is proportionalto the
inverseof theEuclideandistancesbetweenthecentersof the
hiddenunitsof bothcategories.

�=�U� �xCE� N C�� �(' 68 q � 8 q�� 9�¡ �¢DU<�> 9�¡ �¢�=<fDS��>(££  q � ¤ D .  q�� ¤ � ££ (1)

Figure3 showsatypicalrun,with apopulationof 20agents
playing10000games,thecontext contains5 colorstimuli se-
lectedfrom the Munsell database.The coherenceof a pop-
ulation only playing discriminationgamesis low compared
to apopulationbenefitingfrom interactionsthroughguessing
games;it demonstrateshow linguisticinteractionsarerespon-
siblefor coherenceof categories.Thismightseemsurprising
becausetheagentsneverhaveaccessto thecategoriesof other
agents.However, throughthe linguistic interactionstheir in-
ternalrepresentationsadaptto allow for improvedtransferof
meaning.A sideeffect of this is that the categoriesbecome
coherentover thepopulation.

The numberof color categories (and proportionally the
numberof associatedword forms)createdby theagentsrises
quickly andstabilizesaftera while. Figure4 showsa typical
run: thenumberof categoriesstabilizeson anaverageof 9.4

color categoriesper agent. The numberof color categories
dependson several parametersettings.Parametershaving a
large influenceon thenumberof color categoriesare(1) the
numberof color samplesin the context, morecolor samples
forcetheagentsto createmorecolor categoriesto beableto
discriminatethecolorsand(2) thesimilarity of thecolorsam-
ples;if thesamplesarerathersimilar, fine grainedcategories
areneededto discriminatethem.In anutshell,thecontext ex-
ertspressureon theagentsto createmoreor lesscategories2.

The environmentdoesnot only influencethe quantity of
categories,it alsoaffectstheirquality. Whenthecontext con-
tainsonly highly saturatedcolors,theagentswill only create
categoriespresentinghigh saturatedcolors. Likewise,when
thecontext containsasignificantlyhigheramountof redsam-
ples,theagentsarelikely toall haveacategoryandwordform
for red.

5 Discussion
Theevolutionaryorderof theemergenceof namedcolor cat-
egories,asobservedby Berlin andKay, doesnot show up in
theexperimentswherethereis no biasimposedon thecolor
perceptionor on the environment. When in simulationthe
agentshave only two color terms,they will have a term for
warm-brightcolorsandonefor dark-coolcolors,which is in
accordancewith observationsof humanlanguages.However,
whenthe agentshave threeor morecolor terms,thereis no
preferencefor creatingacategory for reddishcolors:thecre-
ationof categoriesis entirelyopportunistic.For humansthe
storyis different,whenhumanlanguageshave threeor more
color terms,therewill alwaysbe a term for reddishcolors.
Severalexplanationshave beenofferedfor this (see[Hardin,
1987] for anoverview) thatcanbesummarizedin two ideas:
the preferencecouldbebuilt into humanbiology or it could
be rooted in near-universalenvironmentalconstraints. For
yearsthe focushasbeenon the former: by interpretingthe
neurophysiologicalstructureof humancolor perceptionone
is ableto explainmany observedphenomenaof color lexical-
izations.However, somediscrepanciesremainwhich cannot
beexplainedby theneurologicalmakeupof colorperception.
For instance,why do somelanguagesnot follow the evolu-
tionary order proposedby Berlin and Kay? Why do some
languageshave morethanoneword for blue? And why do
languagesspokenaroundthe equatorhave lesscolor terms?
See[SaundersandvanBrakel, 1997].

Although a strongcaveat shouldbe issuedwhen gener-
alizing from artificial simulationsto real-world phenomena,
simulationscansometimesoffer new insightsandmighthelp
usfind new waysto tackleproblems.Thesimulationsshow
how in simpleartificial linguisticsetting,acoherentcolorlex-
ical and color categorizationscan emerge in populationof
agents. This doesnot meanthat sharedhumancolor cate-
goriesemergethroughculturalinteractions;thereis evidence
thatalreadyinfantshave a categorical preferencefor certain

2This bearsresemblanceto the folk theorieson why equatorial
languageshave lesscolor terms; it seemslanguagecommunities
therehave experiencedlesspressureto extend their color vocabu-
lary becausecolor technologyhasevolvedmoreslowly andhasonly
beenfairly recentlybroughtup to Westernstandards.
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stronghues,longbeforethey engagein linguistic interactions
[Bornstein,� 1973]. However, it might very likely thatit is the
interplaybetweencultural dynamicsandbiological disposi-
tionsthatis responsiblefor how we categorizecolor, andnot
coloralone.

6 Conclusion
The experimentsshow how out of self-organizationandlin-
guistic interactionsa coherentcolor lexicon canemerge. In
addition, it shows how color categoriescanbecomeshared
amongagroupof languageuserssolelyby linguistic interac-
tions. Thecolor lexiconsandcategory setsstabilizeundera
large rangeof parametersettings,showing the robustnessof
thesystem.Theagentsandtheir interactiondynamicsform a
dynamicsystem,with attractorsin theform of stablelexical
andcategorysets.

Many thingsstill needto beinvestigated.Most important,
theinfluenceof biasontheperceptionandontheenvironment
needsto be studied.The conditionsunderwhich morereal-
istic color categoriesarise,including the evolutionaryorder,
needto be studied. Already it is clear that the environment
andcontextualinformationwill playanimportantrole in this.
As a bonus,it might beinterestingto seeif thesystemcould
learncolorcategoriesandnamesfrom ahumaninstructor.
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Abstract

This paper introduces grounded models and com-
pares them to axiomatic models of mathematics.
Grounded models differ from axiomatic theories
in establishing explicit connections between lan-
guage and reality that are learnt through language
games. They are constructed and updated by au-
tonomous agents connected to their environment
through sensors and actuators using some concep-
tualization mechanisms and language games de-
scribed in [Steels, 1999]. They are based on con-
ceptualization and support a form of intuitive rea-
soning, which can be done sometimes by constraint
satisfaction and it is argued to be the basis of some
axiomatizations. This is illustrated with a simple
example of spatial reasoning.

1 Introduction
The concept of grounded model introduced in this paper is
based on some ideas and mechanisms described in The Talk-
ing Heads Experiment [Steels, 1999]. The experiment in-
volves a set of robotic ”Talking Heads” playing language
games with each other about scenes perceived through their
cameras on a white board in front of them. In particular,
we focus on the conceptualization part of a language game,
called the discrimination game, which generates the meaning
of the verbal hint transmitted by the speaker to the hearer in a
language game.

The discrimination game [Steels, 1996] is played by a sin-
gle agent, and consists of the following steps. First, the agent
perceives an image on a white board through his camera, seg-
ments the image into coherent units, and computes various
sensory characteristics about each image segment, such as its
color, horizontal or vertical position. Then, the agent chooses
an image segment as topic, and tries to find a combination
of categories that distinguishes the topic from the other ob-
jects in the image. The game succeeds if the agent finds a
combination of categories that is true for the topic, but it isn’t
true for the other objects in the image. If the game fails, the
agent adapts its internal structures to become more successful
in future games.

The rest of this section describes, in some detail, the dif-
ferent processes and cognitive structures involved in the dis-

2 3

1

2

Figure 1: Each object in the scene is characterized by val-
ues on three primitive sensory channels: HPOS, VPOS and
GREY.

crimination game.

1.1 Perception
The agent captures an image on a white board in front of
him. Geometric figures of various sizes, shapes and colors
can be pasted on the white board. Then, the agent segments
the image into coherent units. Next low level visual processes
gather information about each segment, such as its color, hor-
izontal or vertical position. Each process outputs its infor-
mation on a sensory channel. We assume that there are only
three primitive sensory channels.

� HPOS(obj) contains the x-midposition of object obj.

� VPOS(obj) contains the y-midposition of object obj.

� GREY(obj) contains the average gray-scale of obj.

The values on the sensory channels HPOS, VPOS and
GREY are scaled so that its range is the interval (0.0
1.0). Consider the three objects numbered in figure 1, ob-
ject 1 has the values HPOS(Obj1)=0.5, VPOS(Obj1)=0.5,
GREY(Obj1)=0.5, object 2 the values HPOS(Obj2)=0.5,
VPOS(Obj2)=0.2, GREY(Obj2)=0.1, and object 3 the values
HPOS(Obj3)=0.8, VPOS(Obj3)=0.2, GREY(Obj3)=0.3.

In addition to three primitive sensory channels, there are
some sensory channels constructed from them.

� HPOS-DIFF(obj1,obj2) contains the difference of the
x-midpositions of objects obj1 and obj2, i.e. HPOS-
DIFF(obj1,obj2)=HPOS(obj1) – HPOS(obj2).

� VPOS-DIFF(obj1,obj2) contains the difference of the y-
midpositions of segmented objects obj1 and obj2.
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� GREY-DIFF(obj1,obj2) contains the difference of the
average gray-scale of objects obj1 and obj2.

� EQUAL(obj1,obj2) is defined as a predicate, i.e. a func-
tion which takes the value 1 (i.e. true) if the values of the
primitive sensory channels HPOS and VPOS are equal
for obj1 and obj2, and 0 (i.e. false) otherwise.

For example, the sensory channel VPOS-DIFF has the
value 0.3 when it is applied to the pair of objects formed by
object 1 and object 2, i.e. VPOS-DIFF(Obj1,Obj2)=0.3. The
range of the sensory channels HPOS-DIFF, VPOS-DIFF and
GREY-DIFF is (-1.0 1.0). The range of the sensory channel
EQUAL is the discrete set of Boolean values f0; 1g.

1.2 Perceptually Grounded Categories

The data on sensory channels are values from a continuous
domain (except for sensory channel EQUAL). To be the ba-
sis of natural language communication, these values must be
transformed into a discrete domain. One means of catego-
rization is to divide up each domain of values on a particular
sensory channel into regions and assign a category to each re-
gion. For example, the range of the HPOS channel can be cut
in two halves leading to a distinction between [LEFT] (0.0 <

HPOS < 0.5) and [RIGHT] (0.5 < HPOS < 1.0). Object 3
in figure 1 has the value HPOS=0.8 and would therefore be
characterized as [RIGHT]. Similarly, the VPOS-DIFF chan-
nel can be cut in two halves as well leading to a distinction
between [ABOVE] (0.0 < VPOS-DIFF< 1.0) and [BELOW]
(-1.0 < VPOS-DIFF < 0.0).

It is always possible to refine a distinction by dividing its
region. Thus an agent could divide the bottom region of the
HPOS channel (categorized as [LEFT]) in two subregions
[TOTALLY-LEFT] (0.0 < HPOS < 0.25), and [MID-LEFT]
(0.25 < HPOS < 0.5). The categorization networks resulting
from these consecutive binary divisions form discrimination
trees.

We label categories using the sensory channel from which
they operate, followed by the upper and lower bound of the
region they carve out. Thus [TOTALLY-LEFT] is labeled as
[HPOS 0.0 0.25], because it is true for a region between 0.0
and 0.25 on the HPOS channel. We assume that perceptu-
ally grounded categories correspond to n-ary predicates of
first order logic. For example, the category [HPOS 0.0 0.25]
corresponds to the unary predicate [HPOS 0.0 0.25](obj),
and the categories [VPOS-DIFF 0.0 1.0] and [EQUAL] to
the binary predicates [VPOS-DIFF 0.0 1.0](obj1,obj2) and
[EQUAL](obj1,obj2).

There are other ways to move from the continuous domain
of sensory channels to the discrete domain of categories. We
could introduce focal values and associate a category with
each of them. In this case, the categorization process con-
sists in identifying the focal point that is closest to an object’s
value.

1.3 Concepts

Perceptually grounded categories can be combined to con-
struct concepts. We use a set of concepts which can be de-
fined by induction as follows.

1. If p is an n-ary category and x1; : : : ; xn are variables,
then p(x1; : : : ; xn) is a concept.

2. If c is a concept, then the negation of c (written :c) is a
concept.

3. If c1 and c2 are two concepts, then the disjunction of c1
and c2 (written c1 _ c2) is a concept.

The symbols ^,! and $ are introduced as abbreviations:
(1) c1 ^ c2 is an abbreviation of :(:c1 _ :c2); (2) c1 ! c2

is an abbreviation of :c1 _ c2; (3) c1 $ c2 is an abbreviation
of (c1 ! c2) ^ (c2 ! c1). Notice that the set of possi-
ble concepts is the set of free-quantifier formulas that can be
constructed from the predicates associated with perceptually
grounded categories.

We distinguish three types of concepts: intuitive
truths, intuitive falsehoods, and regular concepts. Some
concepts have the property of being true for every
possible tuple of segmented objects. We will call
them intuitive truths or just truths. For example,
the concept [VPOS-DIFF 0:0 1:0](obj1; obj2) !

:[VPOS-DIFF 0:0 1:0](obj2; obj1) is an intuitive truth.
Other concepts have the property of being false for ev-

ery possible tuple of segmented objects. We will call
them intuitive falsehoods. For example, the concept
[VPOS-DIFF 0:0 1:0](obj1; obj1) is an intuitive falsehood.

The rest of the concepts, called regular concepts or
simply concepts, can be used to discriminate those tu-
ples of objects that satisfy them from those tuples of
objects which do not make them true. For exam-
ple, the concept :[VPOS-DIFF 0:0 1:0](obj1; obj2) ^
:[VPOS-DIFF 0:0 1:0](obj2; obj1), which is true for a pair
of segmented objects obj1 and obj2 if neither obj1 is above
obj2, nor obj2 is above obj1, is a regular concept.

2 Grounded Models
2.1 Categorizers
A categorizer is a cognitive procedure capable of determin-
ing whether a category applies or not. For example, the be-
havior of the categorizer for category [VPOS 0.0 0.5](obj)
can be described by a function that takes the value 1 if 0.0 <

VPOS(obj) < 0.5, and 0 otherwise.
The categorizers of nonatomic concepts are com-

positions of the categorizers of categories. For ex-
ample, the behavior of the categorizer for concept
[VPOS-DIFF 0:0 1:0](obj1; obj2)g ^
:[VPOS-DIFF 0:0 1:0](obj2; obj1) can be de-
scribed by a function that takes the value 1 if
0:0 < [VPOS-DIFF 0:0 1:0](obj1; obj2) < 1:0, and
[VPOS-DIFF 0:0 1:0](obj2; obj1) � 0:0.

Categorizers establish explicit connections between sym-
bols (categories and concepts) and reality (perceptual input
as processed by sensory channels). These connections are
learnt through language games [Wittgenstein, 1953], and al-
low agents to check whether a concept is true or not for a
given tuple of segmented objects. Most importantly, they pro-
vide information on the perceptual and cognitive processes
an agent must go through in order to understand or evaluate a
given concept.
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2.2 Grounded Models
A grounded model is the set of concepts and categorizers con-
structed by an agent at a given time in its development history.
These concepts and categorizers are organized as follows.

1. A discrimination tree for every sensory channel contain-
ing categories and categorizers which use the values on
that sensory channel.

2. A set of intuitive truths containing concepts which are
true for every possible tuple of segmented objects.

3. A set of defined concepts containing nonatomic concepts
which are neither intuitive truths nor intuitive false-
hoods.

A grounded model reflects the conceptualization of the
world constructed by an agent at a given time in its devel-
opment history. Grounded models are not static, but evolve
and adapt as the agent is confronted with new experiences.

Consider the grounded model G of an agent that has
constructed top-level categories and categorizers for each
sensory channel, but does not have any defined concept or
intuitive truth yet. The categorizers of this grounded model
are cognitive procedures whose behavior can be described by
linear constraints. We associate a linear constraint describing
the behavior of each categorizer with a predicate symbol that
corresponds to the category it is capable of recognizing.

[VPOS 0:0 0:5](x) � 0:0<VPOS(x) ^VPOS(x)<0:5

[VPOS 0:5 1:0](x) � 0:5<VPOS(x)^VPOS(x)<1:0
...
[GREY-DIFF -1:0 0:0](x; y) �
-1:0<GREY(x)-GREY(y) ^GREY(x)-GREY(y)<0:0

[GREY-DIFF 0:0 1:0](x; y) �
0:0<GREY(x)-GREY(y) ^ GREY(x)-GREY(y)<1:0

Categorizers are probably implemented by neural networks
in natural agents. We only use linear constraints to model
their behavior. We are not assuming therefore that agents do
learn such constraints, but that they build them in their per-
ceptual systems.

2.3 Grounded Models and Axiomatic Theories
A grounded model looks like an axiomatization or a theory
of first order logic, but differs from it in some aspects. Like
a logical theory, it has a set of basic concepts (which corre-
spond to perceptually grounded categories), and a syntax that
allows constructing defined concepts from basic concepts1.

One of the most important differences between grounded
models and logical theories is the form in which basic con-
cepts are defined. In a grounded model, concepts are de-
fined by cognitive procedures which given a tuple of ob-
jects return one of the Boolean values f0; 1g. For basic con-
cepts, these cognitive procedures are the categorizers associ-
ated with perceptually grounded categories. For nonatomic

1In logical theories, basic concepts are specified by the non-
logical symbols of the language, and defined concepts by mathe-
matical abbreviations or definitions.

concepts, the cognitive procedures are logical compositions
of the cognitive procedures associated with basic concepts.
Basic concepts have, therefore, precise and explicit meanings
in grounded models, which determine the set of concepts that
can constitute the intuitive truths of a grounded model. This
can be contrasted with logical theories, in which concepts
are defined by simple symbols whose meaning is only con-
strained by the relationships the axioms in the theory postu-
late about them.

It should be observed as well, that the meanings of ba-
sic concepts in grounded models are not arbitrary functions
from the set of possible tuples of segmented objects on the
Boolean values f0; 1g, as it happens with the meanings of
predicate symbols in model theory semantics. They are cog-
nitive procedures which should make intuitively plausible
distinctions (in general, relations) using data extracted by
realistic sensory channels operating on real world environ-
ments. This fact has important consequences on the shape
and inferential power of grounded models. First, the mean-
ings of basic concepts are highly constrained by physical as-
pects of the environment and the sensory-motor apparatus of
the agent. Because, in order to qualify as a possible mean-
ing, a cognitive procedure has to be implementable as a rel-
atively easy computation on the range of values produced by
realistic sensory channels. Second, the set of intuitive truths
is constrained as well by mathematical relationships holding
among the meanings of basic concepts. For example, the fol-
lowing relationship holds among the meanings of the con-
cepts [VPOS 0:0 0:5](obj1), :[VPOS 0:0 0:5](obj2) and
[VPOS-DIFF 0:0 1:0](obj1; obj2).

[VPOS 0:0 0:5](obj1)^ :[VPOS 0:0 0:5](obj2)!

:[VPOS-DIFF 0:0 1:0](obj1; obj2)

Therefore, the following concept can never be an in-
tuitive truth of a grounded model containing the ba-
sic concepts [VPOS-DIFF 0:0 1:0](obj1; obj2) and
[VPOS 0:0 0:5](obj1).

[VPOS 0:0 0:5](obj1) ^ :[VPOS 0:0 0:5](obj2) ^
[VPOS-DIFF 0:0 1:0](obj1; obj2)

This contrasts with axiomatic theories in which any well
formed formula can be stated as an axiom.

The mathematical relationships holding among the mean-
ings of basic concepts are one of the most important features
of a grounded model. As we will see later on, they allow
agents to reason about their environment without having an
explicit axiomatization of it. This form of intuitive reason-
ing is commonly used by people to reason about everyday
problems, and it is also the basis of formal reasoning in the
sense of mathematics. This is so, because grounded models
provide an explanation for the fact that we accept certain ax-
ioms as intuitively true when we build axiomatic theories in
mathematics.

We can observe a dual character between grounded mod-
els and logical theories. Grounded models are constructed
around the notion of concept, i.e. the meanings of concepts
determine the set of intuitive truths of a grounded model.
Logical theories are instead constructed around the notion of
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axiom, i.e. the set of axioms determine the set of theorems
of a theory, and to some extent the meanings of concepts.
By looking at our example of grounded model G, one could
say that grounded models are logical theories whose axiom
set consists only of definitions of concepts. But this is not
true, because the meanings of concepts in grounded models
are cognitive procedures rather than logical formulas. Some-
times, the behavior of these procedures can be described by
mathematical functions, as in the case of grounded model G,
but other times it cannot be easily described this way, as in
the case of categorizers for approximate concepts. In the first
case, intuitive reasoning can be done by exact mathematical
methods, as we will see later on, but in the second case dif-
ferent techniques (e.g. simulation) must be applied.

3 Constructing Grounded Models

Grounded models are constructed as a side effect of agents’
activity. In particular, the grounded models studied in the
paper are constructed by agents as they play discrimination
games. A discrimination game [Steels, 1996] is played by a
single agent. The agent perceives a scene and chooses a topic
from the possible tuples of segmented objects in the scene.
He then uses his current grounded model to come up with a
category or nonatomic concept that is valid for the topic, but
not for any other tuple of objects in the context. The game
succeeds if the agent can find such a category or concept. If
the game succeeds, the use and success counters of the cate-
gorizers involved go up2. If the game fails, the use counters of
the categorizers involved go up, and a repair process in which
a new category or concept is generated takes place.

Initially, the agent constructs top-level categorizers for
each sensory channel that has contained distinctive data in the
recent past. If a channel has the same data for every segment
it is not going to be possible to find a distinctive category from
it. Afterwards, the agent extends his discrimination trees or
constructs new concepts from existing categories or concepts.

A categorizer for a new category is constructed by taking
a categorizer node in a discrimination tree and dividing its
range into two new subranges. For example, if we take the
categorizer for [HPOS 0.0 0.5](x), which is true when the
object is in the left most half of a scene, two new categorizers
are created by dividing [0.0 0.5] into two halves, one for the
range [0.0 0.25] ([HPOS 0.0 0.25](x) or totally left), and one
for the range [0.25 0.5] ([HPOS 0.25 0.5](x) or mid left). A
new categorizer is added to the tree for each of these halves.

A categorizer for a new concept is constructed by compo-
sition of the categorizers of existing categories or concepts.
We use three composition operations: negation, conjunction
and substitution. These operations allow constructing every
free-quantifier formula of the first order language defined by
the categories of the grounded model. In general, new con-
cepts are constructed from categories or concepts that have
been useful in previous games, i.e. which have a high rate.

2The use and success counters of a categorizer are used for dif-
ferent purposes, such as computing the categorizer rate (which is the
result of dividing success by use), or choosing which categories or
concepts should be used to create new concepts.

Two logical compositions are preferred to relate existing cat-
egories and concepts: conjunction and implication. Conjunc-
tions tend to be more discriminating than their components,
increasing the chances of success in future games. Impli-
cations, on the other hand, are commonly used to describe
causality, and world facts are often expressed as causal laws.

The final step of the discrimination game, called assimila-
tion, is as follows. Whenever the agent constructs a new con-
cept, he checks whether it is an intuitive truth or a falsehood.
If the new concept is an intuitive truth, the concept is added
to the set of intuitive truths of his grounded model. If it is an
intuitive truth and it is already in his grounded model, or if it
is a falsehood, the concept is ignored and it is not included in
the grounded model. Finally, if the concept is a regular con-
cept, and it is not already in his current grounded model, it is
added to the set of defined concepts of the grounded model.

4 Intuitive Reasoning

The process by which an agent tries to determine whether a
concept is an intuitive truth, a regular concept or a falsehood
of a grounded model is called, in this paper, intuitive rea-
soning. An intuitive truth of a grounded model is a concept
whose meaning is true for every possible tuple of segmented
objects. A regular concept is a concept whose meaning is true
for some tuples of objects, but false for others. And a false-
hood is a concept whose meaning is false for every possible
tuple of segmented objects.

We hypothesize that intuitive reasoning happens by a pro-
cess of simulation in natural agents. First, they construct
the categorizer of the concept they want to check combining
the categorizers of basic concepts of their grounded models.
Then, they try to find combinations of values of their sen-
sory channels that can satisfy the categorizer of the concept.
This process can be seen as a form of constraint satisfaction
by search, in which the agents generate possible combina-
tions of values for sensory channels, and test them using the
concept’s meaning. Of course, the search cannot be exhaus-
tive, because sensory channels take values on a continuous
domain. The search is performed at the level of subregions
in which the categorizers involved take different values. Each
subregion is represented by a single value of a sensory chan-
nel, and the combinations of subregions for sensory channels
by tuples of values. As soon as a value is shown incompati-
ble with the concept’s meaning or sufficient for satisfying it,
all the combinations containing that value can be eliminated
from the search space. This allows reducing the complexity
of the search process. Sometimes, however, the agents can-
not explore the entire space of possibilities, because it is too
complex, and they make errors when they try to approximate
the result of the search.

If, after the search process, the agents cannot find any com-
bination of values which does not satisfy the concept’s mean-
ing, the concept is seen as an intuitive truth. If they find some
combinations that satisfy it, and others which do not, the con-
cept is seen as a regular concept; and, otherwise, as an intu-
itive falsehood.
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5 Spatial Reasoning
To clarify the ideas discussed in previous sections, we com-
pare a first order theory TS , which can be used for reasoning
about spatial relations among objects on the plane, with the
grounded model G described in section 2. The language of
TS consists of two binary predicates A(x; y) and R(x; y). Its
axiom set is as follows.

A(x; y)! :A(y; x) (1)

A(x; y) ^A(y; z)! A(x; z) (2)

A(x; y) ^A(x; z) ^ :R(y; z) ^ :R(z; y) ^ y 6=z ! (3)

A(y; z) _A(z; y)

R(x; y)! :R(y; x) (4)

R(x; y) ^R(y; z) ! R(x; z) (5)

R(x; y) ^R(x; z)^ :A(y; z) ^ :A(z; y) ^ y 6=z ! (6)

R(y; z) _R(z; y)

In the classical approach to AI, if one wants to build an
agent capable of reasoning about spatial relations, such as
Above or Right-of, one must construct a first order theory
like TS and apply automatic theorem proving methods. The-
ories like this one are constructed by agent designers, not by
the agents themselves, and they must be extended or updated
by designers as well when the agents are faced with new
challenges. These theories are normally used to determine
whether a fact follows or not from the axioms of the theory,
i.e. whether it is a theorem, or to extract answers in the form
of sets of tuples of objects that satisfy a particular property
expressed as a logic formula.

We are going to see how a simple grounded model, such as
the one shown in section 2, can be used for the same tasks as
TS . The difference is that grounded models are constructed
and updated by agents rather than agent designers, and that
inference is done by intuitive reasoning.

First, we see that every theorem of TS is an intuitive truth
of the grounded model G. In order to do that, we need to
prove that every axiom of TS is an intuitive truth of G, and
that the intuitive truths of G are closed under the inference
rule of resolution.

When the behavior of the categorizers for basic concepts
can be described by linear constraints, intuitive reasoning can
be seen as a process of linear constraint satisfaction. In par-
ticular, in the grounded model G, the behavior of the cate-
gorizer of every concept can be described by a disjunction
of linear constraints which can be computed by replacing ev-
ery category by a linear constraint describing the behavior of
its categorizer in the concept expression, and computing the
disjunctive normal form of the result. Proving that the mean-
ing of a concept is true for every possible tuple of segmented
objects requires proving that the constraint system associated
with the concept is true for every value of every sensory chan-
nel. This is equivalent to proving that the constraint system
associated with the negation of the concept’s meaning is un-
satisfiable.

For example, it can be shown that axiom 2 (which states
that the relation above – A(x,y) – is transitive) is an intuitive
truth of the grounded model G by checking that the follow-
ing disjunction of constraint systems is unsatisfiable for ev-

ery value of x, y and z in the interval (0.0 1.0). This for-
mula has been obtained by: (1) replacing every category by
a linear constraint describing the behavior of its categorizer
in the concept associated with the negation of axiom 2 in the
grounded model G; (2) replacing every instance of VPOS(x),
VPOS(y) and VPOS(z) by x, y and z in the expression re-
sulting from step 1; and (3) computing the disjunctive normal
form of the result of step 2.

f0<x-y; x-y<1:0; 0<y-z; y-z<1:0; x-z�0g _

f0<x-y; x-y<1:0; 0<y-z; y-z<1:0; 1:0�x-zg

It is easy to check that this constraint system is unsatisfi-
able. A disjunction of constraint systems is unsatisfiable if
each disjunct is unsatisfiable. Each disjunct is a linear arith-
metic constraint that can be checked by a linear constraint
solver, such as the one implemented in Sicstus Prolog.

The rest of the axioms of TS can be shown to be intuitive
truths of the grounded model G by intuitive reasoning as well.
Grounded model G provides, therefore, an explanation for
the fact that we accept the axioms of TS as intuitively true,
and consequently use them to build logical theories for spatial
reasoning.

It can also be proved that intuitive reasoning in grounded
models in which the behavior of the categorizers for basic
concepts can be described by linear constraints is closed un-
der resolution. That is, if two concepts are intuitive truths
of a grounded model, its resolvent is an intuitive truth of the
grounded model as well. Therefore, every theorem of TS can
be shown to be an intuitive truth of the grounded model G
by intuitive reasoning. Intuitive reasoning is not only much
simpler than theorem proving for this domain, but it can also
be automated using constraint satisfaction techniques as we
have explained above. In fact, the grounded model G can be
used to derive many more intuitive truths than the theorems
of TS , because it contains categorizers for a broader set of ba-
sic concepts including the standard notions of up(x), down(x),
right(x), left(x), dark(x), light(x), darker(x,y) and lighter(x,y).

Grounded models can be used to extract answers as well.
For example, we can obtain all the triples of objects in the
scene of figure 1 such that A(x; y) ^A(y; z) by applying the
categorizer of this concept to every triple of segmented ob-
jects in the scene, and picking up those triples that satisfy it.

Notice that, as soon as the agents have constructed catego-
rizers for the basic concepts above and right-of, they are ca-
pable of deriving every theorem of TS by intuitive reasoning.
This means that an agent capable of linguistic competence
[Steels, 1998] at the level of interpreting and generating first
order logic formulas does not need an axiomatization to reach
sound conclusions about its environment by intuitive reason-
ing in this domain. It only needs to understand the basic
concepts involved, and the grammar rules by which concept
expressions are translated into concept meanings. We have
made some recent progress in this aspect, which is illustrated
by the following experiment. Figure 2 shows the results of
an experiment in which a couple of agents learn both logi-
cal categories, which correspond to the usual connectives of
propositional logic (:, ^, _,!,$), and a shared vocabulary
to refer to them. The particular language game used to learn
logical connectives is a variation of the language games de-
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Figure 2: This graph shows the evolution of lexical coherence
in a series of 10000 language games. First, the agents learn
unary connectives (:) reaching total coherence very soon.
Afterwards they start learning binary connectives (^, _, !,
$) reaching 0.97 coherence after 3000 games.

scribed in [Steels, 1999]. The experiment shows that agents
can indeed acquire linguistic competence at the level of inter-
preting and generating free-quantifier first order formulas.

Finally, grounded models can be used for a task that logi-
cal theories do not support, namely, concept generation. As
a side effect of their activity playing discrimination games,
the agents construct new concepts which they store and can
use afterwards for different purposes, such as classification,
discrimination or communication. Some of these new con-
cepts are intuitive truths. These are stored in the set of in-
tuitive truths of a grounded model, and allow the agents to
learn general facts about their environment3. Others are reg-
ular concepts, and are stored in the set of defined concepts of
a grounded model. Axiomatizations and conceptualizations
get constructed then as a side effect of agents’ activity, and
do not have to be built into them.

6 Conclusions
We have introduced grounded models and compared them to
axiomatic models of mathematics. Grounded models differ
from axiomatic theories in establishing explicit connections
between language and reality that are learnt through language
games. They are constructed and updated by autonomous
agents connected to their environment through sensors and
actuators using some conceptualization mechanisms and lan-
guage games described in [Steels, 1999]. They are based on
conceptualization and support a form of intuitive reasoning,
which can be done sometimes by constraint satisfaction and
it is argued to be the basis of some axiomatizations. This has
been illustrated with a simple example of spatial reasoning.
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Abstract

Anchoring is the process of creating and maintain-
ing the correspondence between symbols and per-
cepts that refer to the same physical objects. Al-
though this process must necessarily be present
in any symbolic reasoning system embedded in a
physical environment (e.g., an autonomous robot),
the systematic study of anchoring as a clearly sep-
arated problem is just in its initial phase. In this
paper we focus on the use of symbols in actions
and plans and the consequences this has for anchor-
ing. In particular we introduce action properties
and partial matching of objects descriptions. We
also consider the use of indefinite references in the
context of action. The use of our formalism is ex-
emplified in a mobile robotic domain.

1 Introduction
The focus of this paper is the connection between abstract-
and physical-level representations of objects in artificial au-
tonomous systems embedded in a physical environment. We
call anchoring the process of creating, and maintaining over
time, this connection.

Anchoring must necessarily occur in any physically em-
bedded system that comprises a symbolic reasoning compo-
nent. A typical example is the problem of connecting, inside
an autonomous robot, a symbol used by a symbolic planner
to refer to a physical object to the data in a perceptual sys-
tem that pertains to the same object. This connection must be
dynamic, since the same symbol must be connected to new
percepts when the same object is re-acquired. For instance, a
robot may be asked to identify and track a specific person in
a crowd using visual data and given a linguistic description.

Anchoring is related to symbol grounding, defined as the
problem of how to give an interpretation to a formal sym-
bol system that is based on something that is not just another
symbol system [Harnard, 1990]. Anchoring is an important
special case of symbol grounding where the symbols denote
individual physical objects.

The recognition of the anchoring problem as a problem per
se is a recent phenomenon. Although all existing robotics
systems that comprise a symbolic reasoning component im-
plicitly incorporate a solution to the anchoring problem, this

solution is typical hidden in the code, and it is developed on
a system by system basis on a restricted domain. To the best
of our knowledge, the first domain independent definition of
the anchoring problem was given in [Saffiotti, 1994], while
the first attempt at a computational theory of anchoring was
reported in [Coradeschi and Saffiotti, 2000]. The goal of this
theory was to specify the functionalities and the representa-
tions needed to perform anchoring in a general way that is
applicable to a large number of systems.

In this paper, we focus on one specific aspect of anchoring:
the use of symbols to denote objects in actions and plans, and
the anchoring of these symbols to objects in the world. Con-
sider the action ‘PickUp(A).’ We are interested in the prob-
lem of how to anchor the symbol ‘A’ to the relevant physi-
cal object through perception. To do this, we start from the
above theory of anchoring, and extend it in three ways. First,
we make a distinction between the properties of ‘A’ which
are needed to identify the physical object to be used for the
action, and those which are needed to perform the action.
Second, we introduce the concept of partial matching, where
‘A’ can be (tentatively) anchored to an object whenever a re-
quired perceptual property cannot be extracted from the sen-
sor data. Third, we consider the use of indefinite references
in the context of action. Definite references, like “the black
suitcase,”are meant to refer to one specific object with given
properties, while indefinite ones, like “a black suitcase” are
meant to refer to an arbitrary object in a given class [Russell,
1905].

In order to clarify the use of anchoring, we show two ex-
periments performed on a real robot. They illustrate how an-
choring can be integrated in a robot architecture, and how its
functionalities can be used to connect the symbols used by a
planner to the data acquired by a vision system. The exam-
ples also show the essential difference between two ways to
treat actions that involve an indefinite reference. This refer-
ence can be resolved by the symbol system (planner), or by
the anchoring process.

2 A Basic Model of Anchoring
We summarize here the basic elements of the computational
theory of anchoring defined in [Coradeschi and Saffiotti,
2000]. The theory considers an agent that includes a symbol
system and a perceptual system, and it focuses on the prob-
lem of creating and maintaining a correspondence between
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Figure 1: Two percepts extracted from a camera image.

symbols and percepts that refer to the same physical object.
It consists of a static part and a dynamic part. The static part
includes the following.

� A symbol system � including: a set X = fx1; x2; : : :g
of individual symbols (variables and constants); a set
P = fp1; p2; : : :g of predicate symbols; and an infer-
ence mechanism whose details are not relevant here.

� A perceptual system � including: a set � =
f�1; �2; : : :g of percepts; a set � = f�1; �2; : : :g of at-
tributes; and perceptual routines whose details are not
relevant here. A percept is a structured collection of
measurements assumed to originate from the same phys-
ical object; an attribute �i is a measurable property of
percepts, with values in the domain Di. We let D =S

i
Di.

� A predicate grounding relation g � P � � � D, that
embodies the correspondence between unary predicates
and values of measurable attributes.

Example. � may be a planner that includes the individual
symbol ‘A’ and the predicate symbols ‘large’ and ‘small.’ �
may be a vision system able to recognize suitcases: from
the image shown in Fig. 1, � may extract two percepts �1

and �2. Attributes computed by � may include ‘color’ and
‘width.’ The predicate grounding relation g may include the
triple hsmall;width; 10i: this says that the measure 10 for an
object’s observed width is consistent with the predication of
its being small.1

The g relation concerns properties, but anchoring concerns
objects. The following definitions allow us to characterize
objects in terms of their (symbolic and perceptual) properties.

Definition 1 A symbolic description � 2 2P is a set of unary
predicates.

Definition 2 A perceptual signature  : � ! D is a par-
tial function from attributes to attribute values. The set
of attributes on which  is defined is denoted by feat().
� = (�! D) is the set of all .

Intuitively, a symbolic description lists the predicates that
are considered relevant to the perceptual recognition of an ob-
ject; and a perceptual signature gives the values of the mea-
sured attributes of a percept (and it is undefined for the re-
maining ones). The g relation can then be used to define a

1For the sake of simplicity we consider here a very simple g. The
g relation can be quite complex in real domains.
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Figure 2: The elements of anchoring.

function match(�; ) that says whether or not the values in
the perceptual signature  are consistent with a given sym-
bolic description �.

The dynamic part of the model tells us, at any time t, what
properties are associated to symbols in �, and what attribute
values are associated to percepts in �.

� A description state DSt : X ! 2P that associates each
individual x with its symbolic description at time t.

� A perceptual state PSt : � ! � that associates each
percept � 2 � to its perceptual signature at time t. If
� is not perceived at time t, then PSt(�) is everywhere
undefined. The set of percepts which are perceived at t
is denoted by Vt.

Example. Consider our previous example. At time t, the
symbol system may associate property ‘small’ to symbol ‘A’
by having small 2 DSt(A). The perceptual system may
extract the width of the two percepts in the image, and asso-
ciate them with the perceptual signatures PSt(�1) = 1 and
PSt(�2) = 2 such that 1(width) = 10 and 2(width) = 20.

The role of anchoring is to establish a correspondence be-
tween a symbol x used in the symbol system to denote an
object in the world, and a percept � generated in the percep-
tual system by the same object. This is done by comparing
the symbolic description DSt(x) and the perceptual signature
PSt(�) via the match function, hence via the g grounding re-
lation. In the previous example, the g relation includes the
triple hsmall;width; 10i, therefore the description of ‘A’ and
the perceptual signature of �1 can be matched, thus suggest-
ing that the symbol ‘A’ might be anchored to the percept �1.

The above correspondence is reified in an internal data
structure �, called anchor. Since new percepts are gener-
ated continuously within the perceptual system, this corre-
spondence is indexed by time.

Definition 3 An anchor � is any partial function from time to
triples in X ��� �.

At every moment t, �(t) contains: a symbol, meant to
denote an object inside �; a percept, generated inside � by
observing that object; and a signature, meant to provide the
(best) estimate of the values of the observable properties of
the object. We denote these components by �

sym
t ; �

per
t ; and

�
sig
t

, respectively. If the object is not observed at time t, then
�
per
t is the ‘null’ percept ?, and �

sig
t still contains the best

available estimate. Intuitively, an anchor can be seen as an
internal, sensori-motor level representation of a physical ob-
ject — see Fig. 2.
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In order for an anchor to satisfy its intended meaning, the
symbol and the percept in it should refer to the same physical
object. This requirement cannot be formally stated inside the
system. What can be stated is the following.

Definition 4 An anchor� is grounded at time t iff �per
t
2 Vt.

We informally say that an anchor � is referentially cor-
rect if, whenever � is grounded at t, then the physical object
denoted by �sym

t
is the same as the one that generates the per-

ception �
per
t

. The anchoring problem, then, is the problem to
find referentially correct anchors.

3 Extending the Model
The above model provides the basic ingredients of a general
theory of anchoring, with no assumption as to the task for
which anchoring is performed. In this paper, however, we fo-
cus on the use of anchoring to connect symbols for actions
to physical objects through perception. From this perspec-
tive, the anchoring process should make sure that the anchor:
(i) represents a physical object which has the intended prop-
erties for the intended action, and (ii) contains information
about the perceptual properties which are needed in order to
perform the action. For instance, if the action is meant to pick
up a green suitcase, then the anchor should represent an ob-
ject which is a green suitcase, and its signature should include
an estimate of the position and orientation of this suitcase.

3.1 Action properties
The match function makes sure that the anchor is adequate
with respect to the properties stored in the description state,
i.e., DSt(A). In order to make sure that the anchor’s signa-
ture also contains the properties that are relevant for action,
we extend the dynamic part of our model by including the
following.

� An action parameter state At : X ! 2P that associates
each individual x with the set of properties that need to
be known in order to act on the object denoted by x.

In our example, At(A) would specify the position and ori-
entation of the suitcase. In the following we call matching
properties the set of predicates in DSt(A) and action proper-
ties the set of predicates in At(A)

Note that the predicates in At are not used in the matching
process: these predicates only indicate that the corresponding
attributes must be included in the anchor’s perceptual signa-
ture . However, these predicates can be used as default as-
sumptions about the expected properties of the object in order
to start action before the object is actually perceived. For in-
stance, we may have an expectation about the position of a
suitcase: this expectation can be included in the signature of
the anchor in order to start approaching that position until the
actual suitcase is perceived. These expectations can also be
used to focus the perceptual system.

Having a property in the action state or in the description
state may affect the meaning of an action. In our “PickUp(A)”
example, if the position is not included in the description
state, then ‘A’ will be anchored to any green suitcase, irre-
spective of its position. If the position of a given suitcase

in included in the description state, then ‘A’ will only be an-
chored to the specific suitcase at that position. The first setup
encodes the action “pick up a green suitcase,” while the sec-
ond one encodes the action “pick up the green suitcase at the
given position” [Saffiotti, 1994]. Note that the object of the
action is denoted by an indefinite reference in the first case,
and by a definite one in the second case.

3.2 Partial Matching
Some actions may affect the perceptual information which is
gathered by the agent: for instance, moving closer to an ob-
ject may allow the perceptual system to observe more proper-
ties of the object. For example, suppose that we are interested
in a suitcase with a white label on it: depending on the dis-
tance and angle of the suitcase, the label may not be visible.

Recognizing the fact that not all attributes of a percept
may be extracted at all times brings about the need to rede-
fine the meaning of the match function: match(�; ) should
check that the signature  is consistent with the descriptor �
for those attributes which have actually been observed, but it
should ignore the ones which have not been observed. The
following is a possible way to define the match function.

match(�; ) =
�
; if 9p 2 �: (obs(p; ) ^ :cons(p; ))
fp 2 � j obs(p; )g otherwise

where

obs(p; ) , 9� 2 feat():9d 2 D:g(p; �; d)

cons(p; ) , 9� 2 feat():g(p; �; (�))

Intuitively, obs(p; ) says that an attribute related to p (via
the g relation) has been observed in , and cons(p; ) says
that the observations in  are consistent with the p predicate
according to g. match(�; ) returns ; if there was a mismatch
between some predicate in � and the observed values; other-
wise it returns the subset of the predicates in � for which a
(consistent) value has actually been observed.

It is useful to keep track of which of the predicates in the
symbolic description for a symbol have actually been ob-
served, and which ones have not. To do this, we extend the
definition of an anchor to include a list of the observed pred-
icates as follows.

Definition 3 (bis) An anchor is any partial function from
time to tuples in X ��� �� 2P .

We write �obs to denote the fourth element of an anchor �(t).

4 The Functionalities of Anchoring
In order to turn the above model into a useful computa-
tional framework, we need to define which functionalities are
needed in order to solve the anchoring problem for a given
symbol x. In [Coradeschi and Saffiotti, 2000] three main
functionalities have been identified: (i) to create a grounded
anchor the first time that the object denoted by x is perceived;
(ii) to update the anchor when we need to reacquire the ob-
ject after some time that it has not been observed; and (iii) to
continuously update the anchor while observing the object.
Given the above extensions to the model, these functionali-
ties can be defined as follows. (t denotes the time at which
the functionality is called.)
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Find Take a symbol x and return a grounded anchor defined
at t, and undefined elsewhere. In case of multiple match-
ing percepts, return one anchor for each of them. This is
summarized by the following pseudo-code.

procedure Find (x; t)
� f� 2 Vt j match(DSt(x); PSt(�)) 6= ;g
if � = ;

then fail
else for �i 2 f�1; : : : ; �ng = �

�i  match(DSt(x); PSt(�i))
i  Attributes(At(x); PSt(�i); �i)
�i(t) hx; �i; i; �ii

return f�1; : : : ; �ng

The Attributes function returns the part of the percep-
tual signature PSt(�i) that only includes the “interest-
ing” attributes, that is, those that correspond to either
description properties or to action properties. (A spe-
cific implementation may also include attributes which
are needed by the perceptual system to track the object,
e.g., its position and velocity.)

Reacquire This function is used to find an object when there
is a previous perceptual experience of it. Take an anchor
� defined at time t � k and extend �’s definition to t.
First, predict a new signature ; then see if there is some
new percept that is compatible with the prediction and
the symbolic description; in case of multiple matching
percepts, use a domain dependent selection function. If
one percept is found, update . Prediction, verification
of compatibility, and updating are domain dependent;
verification should typically use match.

procedure Reacquire (�; t)
x �

sym

t�k

� ;

  Predict(�sig

t�k
; x; t)

� Selectf�0 2 Vt j Verify(DSt(x); PSt(�
0); ) 6= ;g

if � 6=? then � Verify(DSt(x); PSt(�i); )
  Update(; PSt(�);DSt(x))

�(t) hx; �; ; �i
return �

If Reacquire fails to find a matching percept, then �(t)
contains the predicted signature and the ‘null’ percept
?. Note that in this case �(t) is not grounded.

Track Take an anchor � defined for t� 1 and extend its def-
inition to t. It is used in the special case of reacquisition
whenever the object is kept under constant observation.
Prediction is in general much simpler than in the Reac-
quire case, and verification is only made with respect to
the previously perceived attributes via a domain depen-
dent function MatchSignature. This functionality could
for instance be implemented with a Kalman filter.

procedure Track (�)
x �

sym
t�1

  OneStepPredict(�sig
t�1; x)

� Selectf�0 2 Vt j MatchSignature(; PSt(�
0)) 6= ;g

if � 6=? then   Update(; PSt(�); x)
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Figure 3: The robot architecture used in our examples.

�(t) hx; �; ; �obs
i

return �

Notice that the anchor(s) computed always include the best
current estimate of the observable properties needed to per-
form the actions (), and an indication of which parts of the
symbolic description have actually been observed (�). The
next section will show two examples of use of anchoring that
further clarify the role of this information.

5 Examples
In this section we present two examples of anchoring with
indefinite references implemented in a robotic system. The
robot, a Nomad 200, uses sonars for navigation and vision
data to identify objects in the environment. The two-layered
decision making architecture of the robot is shown in Fig. 3.

The higher layer includes a plan generator (ETLplan), a
plan executor, and a world modeler. ETLplan is a conditional
planner capable of generating plans with perceptual actions
and conditional branches [Karlsson, 2001]. The plan execu-
tor checks the conditions and invokes the actions in the plans
generated by the planner. The world modeler maintains infor-
mation about objects and places relevant for the task. It can
obtain additional information about objects from the anchor-
ing module.

The lower layer includes a navigation and a vision module.
The navigation module is a simplified version of the fuzzy
behavior-based controller defined in [Saffiotti et al., 1995],
which executes the actions sent by the plan executor. An
example of an action is (gonear A). The vision module
contains vision routines for recognizing objects and for cal-
culating properties such as color and size.

The anchoring module provides the connection between
the symbols used by the planner and the world modeler, and
the perceptual data provided by the vision module and used
by the navigation module. It receives requests to create and
update anchors and it provides the relevant information about
the anchored symbols to the world modeler. It is in this mod-
ule that the g function is encoded. In addition, the naviga-
tion module uses the symbols that constitute the arguments to
its actions when requesting information from the anchoring
module about the corresponding objects. For instance while
executing the action (gonear A), it regularly requests the
position of A. Finally, the anchoring module controls the vi-
sion processing, activating routines for recognizing objects
and providing parameters (e.g., expected position) to focus
perceptual attention.
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Figure 4: The initial setup in the first example.

5.1 Anchoring with partial matching
This example has the aim to show how the anchoring module
works in practice and in particular the use of partial matching.
It also serves to illustrate one way to handle indefinite refer-
ences. The robot has the task to “find a black suitcase with a
white mark and to go near it”. The initial scenario is shown
in Fig. 4. The largest suitcase is green, while the other three
suitcases are black. The world model contains information
about three objects: the two small black suitcases, identified
in the world model by the symbols C (the one on the right)
and B (the one on the left), and the green suitcase identified
by the symbol A.

The goal given to the plan generator has the form
(exists(?x)(and(suitcase?x)(black?x)
(white-mark?x)(near?x))), that is, the goal is to
be near to a black suitcase with a white mark. The world
modeler contains the information that both B and C are black
suitcases, but does not have information about the mark.
Therefore, the plan generator creates a plan that consists of
first going near suitcase C and looking for the mark. If the
mark is found, the execution stops with success. Otherwise,
the robot goes near to suitcase B to look for the mark. Note
that the original indefinite reference (“a black suitcase with
a white mark”) has now been turned onto two alternative
definite references B and C. The actual plan is as follows:

((gonear C) (observe C)
(if ((white-mark C . true)) (:success))
(if ((white-mark C . false))

((gonear B) (observe B)
(if ((white-mark B . true)) (:success))
(if ((white-mark B . false)) (:fail)))))

Fig. 5 (left) schematically indicates the path followed by
the robot during plan execution. The robot goes first to suit-
case C, checks the mark ((observe C)), does not find it,
and goes to suitcase B where it successfully identifies a mark.

The navigation module, while executing (gonear C),
is regularly requesting the anchoring module to keep C an-
chored. The latter uses the track functionality to keep track
of C while the robot is moving.

The matching properties provided to the anchoring module
are the properties attached to the symbol C, such as color, po-
sition, and shape, and the fact that the suitcase should have a
white mark. The vision routines, due to the distance between
the camera and the suitcase, cannot discriminate if there is a
mark on suitcase C. A naive matching function might reject

B

A

C

B

A

Figure 5: An illustration of the path of the robot in the first
(left) and second (right) example.

this suitcase, given that one property is not satisfied. Partial
matching allows us to consider the case that the property is
actually not perceivable, and the suitcase is still anchored.

A final observation is that while the robot is moving to-
wards suitcase B, a third black suitcase, which was previously
occluded, is also perceived. However, this suitcase is ignored
because it does not match the perceptual signature (incl. po-
sition) of suitcase B.

5.2 Anchoring with indefinite references
This example shows the handling of indefinite references at
the level of the anchoring module, as opposed to at the higher
symbolic level in the previous example.

The task is to “go near a green suitcase and then go near
a black suitcase”. The world model contains initially two
suitcases, one green denoted by the symbol A and one black
denoted by B. In this case however the plan is to go near a
generic object that has the properties of being a green suitcase
and then to go near an object that has the properties of being a
black suitcase, ((gonear x) (gonear y)).2 The dif-
ference is that the symbols used for action now do not denote
fixed specific objects, but any object in the class of objects
satisfying the given matching properties. In case of x, these
are black and suitcase. The positions of the two known ob-
jects are used as action properties, that is, they are used as an
initial value for the gonear action. However they are not
considered to be matching properties.

The path of the robot is illustrated in Fig. 5 (right). The
robot first moves successfully near the green suitcase. How-
ever, when it turns towards the black suitcase, this suit-
case has been removed. The robot starts moving toward the
recorded position of the black suitcase, as its position was
given as action property. While the robot moves, a previously
occluded black suitcase is perceived: the dotted suitcase in
the figure. This suitcase matches the required properties as
it is black. It is therefore anchored and the robot goes near
it. The fact that the position and the perceptual signature of
this second black suitcase is different from those of the first
one does not constitute a problem; the anchoring module just
matches the percepts with the properties present in the de-
scription state, even if it uses the expected position of the first
black suitcase to direct the perception and to provide infor-
mation to the navigation module.

2This plan, and the corresponding symbolic descriptors for x and
y, have been created by hand, because existing planning systems
only consider specific, previously known objects.
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6 Discussion
The autonomous robotics and machine vision literature con-
tains a few examples in which the need and the role of an-
choring, under different names, has been explicitly identified,
e.g., [Hexmoor et al., 1993], [Saffiotti et al., 1995], [Jung and
Zelinsky, 2000], [Chella et al., 1998], [Bajcsy and Kos̆ecká,
1994], [Satoh et al., 1997], [Horswill, 1997], [Wasson et al.,
1999]. However, all the works above describe specific imple-
mentations and do not attempt a study of the general concept
of anchoring.

To our knowledge, [Coradeschi and Saffiotti, 2000] was the
first attempt to state the general anchoring problem in formal
terms. The main technical contribution of this paper is the ex-
tension of the above framework with the introduction of two
elements needed to deal with the anchoring of symbols in ac-
tions and plans. First we have introduced action properties,
that is properties that are used in the execution of an action,
but are not relevant for finding the correct object. Second,
we have introduced partial matching to be able to distinguish
between properties that are not satisfied and properties that
are not presently available for perception, that is one cannot
presently determine whether they are satisfied or not. As we
consider anchoring from an action perspective we can deal
with the latter case actively, for instance by observing the
object from a better position. Anchoring in the presence of
partial matching is actually tentative: if a property previously
not observed is observed at a later point and it is discovered
not to match the description, the anchor can be removed.

The problem of connecting linguistic descriptions of ob-
jects to their physical referents has been largely studied in the
philosophical and linguistic tradition. These traditions pro-
vide a rich source of inspiration for the conceptualization of
the anchoring problem. For instance [Russell, 1905] made a
distinction between definite and indefinite references. To this
respect our examples show two different ways to resolve an
indefinite reference in the context of an action. In the first ex-
ample, the planner resolves the indefinite reference (a black
suitcase with a mark) by instantiating a variable to known
matching objects in the world model, and then it uses defi-
nite references (B and C) in its actions. Note that in order
to handle the appearance of a new suitcase, it would be nec-
essary to re-plan. In the second example, the plan contains
indefinite references, which are sent as such to the anchoring
module. Instantiation is delegated to the anchoring module,
which is able to shift “on the fly” to the new suitcase. Note
that resolution of ambiguities might be more difficult in this
case, without the support of the high level reasoning.

The first approach seems to be suitable for relatively static
domains where there is the time to re-plan, while the second
approach seems to be more appropriate in highly dynamic
domains. In fact, we have used a similar approach in the
Sony AIBO robots in the RoboCup competition [Saffiotti and
LeBlanc, 2000]. This domain is highly dynamic, but there are
few ambiguities with respect of anchoring of objects.
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